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FORECRD

The SEDL Regional Exchange (SEDL/RX) Project provides information

and_technical assistance services to educators in six states: Arkansas,

Louisiana; Mississippi; New Mexico; Oklahoma; and Texas. It_is one of

seven Regional ExChanges in the nation-wide Research and Development

Exchange (RDx); funded by the National Institute of Educationhich

lists as a major 'goal the dissemination of information about educational

research and development (R&D).
"4

To assist in accomplishing this goal, the SEDL/RX plans and sponsors

R&D SPEAKS conferences on topics relevant to state needs. R&D SPEAKS:

SPECIAL EDUCATION is the third such conference in the series. It was

held at-SEDL in Austin; Texas on September 21-22, 1979; In an effort to

record and pass on to others some of the experiences and knowledge

conveyed during the conference; CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS FOR R&D SPEAKS:

SPECIAL EDUCATION was prepared.

During 1980 three more R&D SPEAKS conferences will be sponsored by

the SEDL/RX. These conferences will provide opportunities for sharing,

communication; and growth between researchers; clients, and user of the

knowledge products of educational research and development.

James H; Perry
Executive_Director
February .1980
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II INTRODUCTION

R&D SPEAKS: SPECIAL EDUCATION was a conference held at Southwest

Educational Development Laboratory on September 20-21, 1979. .The conference

was sponsored by tht Regional Exchange of the outhwest Educational

Development Laboratory (SEDL/RX), a project fu ed by the National Institute

of Education ME); Regional EAchanges disse ate information about

educational research and development (R&D) results to practitioners, link

practitioners with needed resources; and communicate information about

practitioner needs and activities to those engaged in educational research

and development. The SEDL/RX serves the six state education agencies in

Arkansas, Louisiana; Mississippi; New Mexico; Oklahomai,and Texas.

R&D SPEAKS: SPECIAL EDUrATION is the third in a series of R &D SPEAKS

conferences, an innovation of the SEDL/RX. R&D 'SPEAKS are designed to

resp ond to practitioner need's by bringing practittaners the_riatest results

in research and deVelOpMent, and providing the OppartUnity,ifor OraCtitioners

to communicate with each other. The subject of the conference, special

edudation, was identified as a topic of interest by the six state education.-

agencies served by the SEDL/RX.

In planning the, conference, theEDL /RX was able to call on the

Pxpertise of SEDL's)Special Projects D'vision; The Special Projects

Division provides training and technicial assistance to supervisors,

teacher's and aides who care for children with special needs; in boih

public school and day care settings. Special Projects has conducted in-

servicetraining throughout the region using a series of workshops which

can be adapted to meet site needs; It is concrete; hands-on training-

which' makes abstract concepts understandable, applies to any curricula

already in effect, and covers a wide range of topic areas from child

developmentto serving the handicapped.



The Special Projects staff is well - qualified to provide such

training; Joyce Evans; Director of the diVitibh, hOldt degrees in

Speech Pathology; Special Education -Mental Retardation, and completed

her Ph.D. in Learning Disabilities at The University Of TeXat at AUttih.

'Sihte joining SEDL in 1970 she has conducted research, developed instruc-

tional materials andcOnducted-field-training in the areas Of early

childhood., parenting-,, and special education. She has been a teacher of

preschool handicapped children and.elementary students, and a public

school speech therapist;

Donna Bricker-Derkacz has a BA from The University of Texas at AUttih

and 4 =MA from Southwest Texas State University in SpecialEducation.

Donna has been a teacher at the Open Door preschool Center in AUttiti and

previously taught at the Infant-Parent Center for handicapped children.

She also taught for several years-at the elementary level in San. Antonia's

_ Edoewooci School District.

mai-y Gittes BA is in Psychology and Special Education. Her Masters

Degree from The U^iversity of Texas at Austin is it Special EducatlOn-

Mental Retardation,. PriOr to joing SEDL she taught special education

classes in the Northeast School District in San Antonid. She also worked

as the parent counselor for the handicapped and as handita00ed services

coordinator for the Head Start Program in Austin.

Fbue presentations were made by the Special Projects staff for the

conference: "Adapting and Managing the Environment for MainstreaMihg;"

"COMMUnitatIng With Parents of Handicapped Children," "Individualized

Education Programs," and "Handling Behavior Problems and Communicating

With Children." Ih Addition; there was a videotape of a.oseeitatioh by

Dr. Alice Ginott titled, "Driving Children Sane," and a session for

materials viewing and display; Twenty-two particiOanttzattanded the

tbhferente. All six states and SEDL were represented, along with

Region VI'Of the Department of Health; Education; and Welfare (HEW);

the ReteArth fOr Better SchoOls LaboratOry (RBS),i and NIE.



CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS FOR R&D SPEAKS: SEF=CIAL% EDUCATION synthesizes

the content of the presentations using written materials provided by

the Special Projects staff as well as interviews with them; It also

summarizes the evaluation data. The appendices list the materials

displayed and viewed and provide sample copies of the handouts. The

agenda for the conference is reproduced on the follOwing page.
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AGENDA

FOR

'MO SPEAKS IN SPECIAL "EDUCATION"

Thursday, September 20, 1979

8:00-8:30am Eye-Opening Ceremony
(with coffee, tea, juice, and Oastries for assistance)

8:30- 9:OOam Welcome

Introduction of Conference Leaders and ParticiPants

Orientation to Building

9:00-10:30am Adapting and Managing the Environment for Mainstreaming

10:30-10:45am BREAK

10:45-12:30pm Communicating with Parents of Handicapped Children

12:30-1:30 pm LUNCH

1:30-3:45pm individualized Education Programs (I.E.P.'s)
(includes a
break)

3:45-5:00pm Materials Display (optional, but please try to drop in for a
little while)

Friday, Sep-tee:tier-2a ,-1979 '

8:30am 'Driving Children Sane" by Alice Ginott
(videotape)

Coffee, tea, Juice, and paStries will be available

9:15-11:30am Handling Behavior Problems and Communicating with Children
(includes a
break)

11:30=12:00 Closing remarks

Evaluation

Reimbursement Forms

Southwest Educational _Development Laboratory
-211 E: 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

5th"Floor Conference Room
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1 ADAPTING AND MANAGING THE ENVIRONMENT FOR MAINSTREAMING

Donna Bricker-Derkacz
assisted by Mary Grace



ADAPTING AND MANAGING TI-IE ENVIRONMENT FOR MAINSTREAMING

.1r

Donna Bricker-Derkacz

assisted by Mary Grace

THE IMPORTANCE OP' .THE PRIPARED ENVIRONMENT

The presentation was held in the Special Projects Learning

Center; a working model of a preschool classroom; complete with leat-ning

centers and specially adapted materials for the handicapped. The

presentation began with a discussion of the importance of the prepared

environment. The prepared environment is the "keystone" to an effective

classroom. With it everything that goes on in the classroom--screening,

referral; assessment; or an individualized education planis enhanced.

The prepared environment is crucial in teaching both handicwed and non-

handicapped children.. This point was rather graphically illustrated

for participants via a poster showing a keystone arch. The keystone

arch; whose invention is attributed to the Ancient Greeks; is what even

today keeps up every arch made with stones or bricks. When the keystone

is removed; the arch falls. Figure 1 presents the keystone arch

concept applied to the prepared environment.

THE
PREPARED

ENVIRONMENT
REFERRAL_ ASSESS-

_MENT

SCREEN-
ING

Figure 1
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The prepared environment is multisensory--that is every part

of the cTassroom appeals to the senses and lends itself to the learning

activity in question; order to illustrate the crucial nature_Of

using the senses for learning, the Pythagorean Theorum was presented to

participants. The theorum a2 + b2 = c2 is a symbolic formula whiCh you

can Validate through concrete experience. Until you validate the

theorum through concrete experience it is difficult to understand what

it means; This was demonstrated for participants with Wbbdeh blOCktd..

Using the senses for validation applies to the learning of adults as

well as children. In other words; it continues throughodt life;

HOW THE SENSES WORK TOGETHER IN LEARNING

7>

The five classical senses (taste,,touch, hearing; smell.;

and seeing), plus motor ability, the sixth sense; are critical to

learning. Handicapped children experience a distortion or an absence of

one or more of the senses; and sometimes one sense is so powerful or SO

diStOrted that it can skew or adversely affect one or more of the other

senses.

Participants were shown a "Spoon Model," illustrating how the

six senses work.together in learning and how senses can be abtent or

distorted. The "Spoon Model" is made up of six wooden spoons each

labeled with one of the senses and held together at the points by wire.

Participants were asked to imagine the spoon model when hearing, for

example; isdistorted: the hearing spoon becoMes larger and the Other

spoons shrink in comparison. One sense; like sight, can be absent: the

appropriate spoon disappears from view; Another sense; like touch; can

be distorted to the extent that it interferes with the operation of the

motor abilities: the sense spoon lies crosswise over the motor spoon.

In preparing the environment for teaching handicapped children, it is

necessary to use a child's stronger sensory modes., Relying on verbal

instruction alone isn't effective;
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STRUCTURING THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

When structuring a multisensory environment in which children

can work, there arefour areas for teachers-to consider:

1. Orientation

2; Adaptation

3. Boundaries

4. Designing specific activities

The purpose of orientation is to orient the children to the

classroom; to the activities, and to the matei,ials. Everything must be

carefully introduced to the handicapped child, using the strongest

sensory modes; primarily the motor a6ilities. In demonstrating to the

child how to use the environment,' teachers ved to use exaggerated

motions; use talk to'focus'and not to explain (on the basis that actions

speakelouder than words); and use the patterning technique; in which the

teacher stands behind the child and moves the child's body-in the way it

shoUld go. These four techniques were illustrated for participantA.

In considering adaptation; teachers must modify.the classroom

so children can use it. Adaptation results in access to the'environment.

Different kinds of adaptatTons of materials and eopipment can be made for

handicapped children. For example; footrests; partitions to eliminate

distractions; timers to make time objective rather than teacher-arbitrary,

floor chairs; flat dollies; skidless pads for materials. Abundant

examples of adaptations were present in the Special Project Learning

Center for participants to examine.

'Boundaries; the third area for teachers to consider; are

often "lost in space." Boundaries help handicapped children focus.

Otherwise their energies go into structuring rather than learning about

ideas. Teachers need to do the structuring for the children in advance.

Boundaries are needed for materials; for activities; for the child's

body, for the physical environment in which the child is placed.
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Some examples of boundaries which can be used for materials or activities

are baskets; trays; placemats; boxtops; tape. These were. illustrated for

the participants.

In structuring the physical environment for children it is'

also important to set up learning centers. Boundaries for the learning

nters-ca'n include shelves used as partitions; cardboard partitions; \

tape; tapestries. Materials need' to be categorized according to the

learning centers. For example a learning center which has;materials

involving the use of sound could have a picture of an ear taped to the

shelves. After a child is introduced to the use of sound for learning;

then the center is labeled. Boundaries should also be set up so the

child knows where he or she is working. Some examples are sit-upOnsi

carpet squares; 4throw rugs.

Finally; in the area of designing specifiC activities fioir

children, it was explained'to participants that some activities have a

structured procedure; some a"-structured conclusion; some ate procedurally

open-ended, and for some the end result isiopen-ended. It is also

Possible to have activities which are a combination of unstructured and

structured. Art is an example of an activity with structured procedure

and an unstructured end result.

There is an instructional sequence for activities that goes

from concrete to abstract; easy to hard. An auditory sequence was

demonstrated for participants using a list. of materials and the materials

-themselves; which went from easy to hard. Thehard activity represented

the goal or the end result of the previous activities.
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Dr; Joyce Evans



COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

. Joyce Evans

The purposes of the presentation were (1) to convey basic

4nformation on issues and possible problems in working with parents of

handicapped children and (2) to demonstrate techniques and activities

for teacher inservice training. Activities; techniques and materials

for thepresentation were excerpted from two workshops developed by the

Special Projects Division: "Understanding Parents of Hanqicapped

Children" and"Parents Are Our Best Resources."

WHY' INVOLVE PARENTS

In conducting inservice training for teachers; re4sonsifor

involvin4karents must be given'which(ApPly to each Individual teacher.

Each teacher has his or her own reasons for working with (or not working

with) parents. Simply telling teachers that parent involvements is

required or that it is important is not sufficient. In-serVice trainers;

at Well as administrators; must be prepared to convince teachers that

parent involvement is important and of value to teachers as well as to

parents and children;

There are many reasons for involving parents. Some of these

will appeal to one teacher and some will appeal -other teachers. Reasons

for involving parents can be divided into four categories: (1) legal;

(2) moral, (3) increased child learning; (4) increased parental support.

Public Law 94-142 and state laws require parent involvement; including

parental permission for testing; consent for release of information;

and participation in the development of Individual Education Plans.

Legal reasons alone are not always enough to convince teachers of the

need to work with parents. Moral reasons for involving parents may

focus on the facts that parents are with their children ov r the years,

21
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parents are children's first teachers, and children are a part of a

family interaction system. When teachers recognize these Oints; many

of them will feel a moral responsibility for working with parents

Other_teachers may be exclusively devoted to child-learning; For them;

reasons for involving parents may be the fact.that children learn more

effectively when parents are involved or that parents can best help

children when they understand how to secure and Use the help of other

professionals; as well as help from teachers. Nearly all teachers

want the support and approval of parents; When parents are actively

involved and feel that they are helping and contributing to their child's

futuPe, they are also supportive of the teach4r. In introducing otm

expanding:upon the involvement of parents, it is absolutely critical for(

the inservice trainer to take a positive focus; emphasizing the potential

benefits to-teachers as well as to parents;

rm.

TEACHER ATTITUDES

Teacher attitudes and expectations toward parents are crucial

variables in involving parents. Unfortunately; teachers are often unaware

of their own attitudes or the possible stereotypes they may have about

parents. This beCOMeS even more important when a child is handicapped

or seriously ill. Teachers need to understand possible feelings or

reactions of parents in order to work with them more effectively. Through

inservice training; teachers can be helped to recognize.their attitudes

and Understand the feelings of parents. First teachers must recognize

their-:_7own attitudes in order to avoid preconceived expectations about

parents. Next teachers need to recognize an4 accept each parent as a

unique individual, just as they recognize the individuality of each child.

In addition; when the parent has a child who is handicapped or seriously

ill; the teacher must understand the parent's feelings.
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Unrecognized stereotypes often exist about parents; To

illustrate stereotypic attitudes and to demonstrate an Inservice aCr'tivity,

participants were asked to write down their first reaction to ten label's

pertaining to parents. It was emphasized that there were no correct

answers, only individual reactions. The following give the labels and

some of the responses;

LABEL

1. parents

2. single parent

3. foster parent

4; adoptive parent

5. grandparent

6. step-parent

7. minister's child

SAMPLE RESPONSES

'good, loving, mother, father

hard; tired; motner; lonely;
divorce

loving, mean, in it for the money,
giving, orphan

kind; understanding

spoiling, loving, babysitters

mean, remarriage, wicked-step-
mother

perfect,.uptignt, unruly, rotten

8. teacher's child smart, good; well-mannered

9. psychologist's child neurotic, behavior problems,
smart

10. child_of parents in military brat; well-adjusted; traveled
service

As the responses illustrate, some parent labels elicit a more positive

reaction than others; There are .usually ,more positive reactions to

"foster parent" and "grandparent" than to "single parent" and "step-

parent." There are usually more positive responses t̀3 "teacher's child"

and "rainister's child" than to "psychologist's chi. do or "Child of

parents in military service." In this presentation; as in teacher inservice

sessions, response; to these labels initiated group, discussion; The

responses were then labeled as objective, versus subjective statements,

'eith evolving recognition by participantS of the unconscious stereotypes

2
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they hold about parents. When participants hear the labels that Othert

hold and compare thet to th0 labels they hold, a process of self=

rem; ition takes place.

Parent stereotypes come from different sources and have different

effects; An example was given of four-year-old Susie, who was intrigued

With the story Of Cinderella and her mean step=sisters. After overhearing

Susie retell the story; describing the "mean step-sisters" and "mean;

cruel step - mother;" SUtiet mother recognized a potential danger-ip the

child's unquestioning acceptance of the story., It so happened tha {t a

step-family sftuation exiisted in Susie's family, so her mother asked her

if he thought her aunt (a step=mother) and her cousins -(step-sisters)

e mean and cruel; Susie immediately said, "No." By drawing upon the

unt and cousins WhOtt SUtie knew well, the mother pointed out that all

step-mothers and step-sisters are not mean and cruel to each other. Ih

this way, SUtie was helped to avoid developing a negative. attitudeabout'

step=family situations. The attitudes and stereotypes held by adults

toward others are often the result of childhood experiences including

stories; which have been unconsciously accepted.

TeatherS need to realize that parents, 1,i4e all-of us; are

individuals. Parent labels or group descriptions do not describe

indiVidualS. GrOUping and labeling, can be dangerous: it can create

negative expectations. This activity is effective in teacher training

sessions because it personalizes the message about stereotype attitudes

and gives the participants an opportunity to think about their own:

feelingIC

Anotnet area important to teachers' relationships with parents

is teather expectations. It is important for teachers to have and.

convey positive expectations about parents and their children. Teacher's

tend to generali20 frOili a few bad experiences with some parents to all

parents. A self- survey activity was described to participants which they

could use in helpihg teathert tee that they need to focus on the positive.
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In the activity teachers are given ksheet of paper and-asked. to fold

it into four long columns. dn one cOlumn they are to write the names of

the children in their classroom, in the second column, apositive state-

. ment or word about each child in their class room, in the third cdlumn

the parents' names, and in the fourth column a positive statement about

4 each parent. Then teachers are asked to circle the name of each parent

to whom they have spoken recently. After this is done, the teachers

are asked whether they could quickly remember the names, of each child

and the child's parent(s) and whether they could think of something

positive to write about all the children and heir parents.

Like the stereotype activity; this activity results in a

heightened self-awareness -on the part of teachers abOUt their expectations.

The activity demonstrates to'teachers that they tend to remember and

'name the well-behaved children first, often forgetting the quiet child;

and that they have difficulty stating -Positive things about each child.

It also shows teachers that they may not have spoken to all the parents

recently and cannot state positive things about the parents or their child.

Ensuing discussion usually results in participants concluding that positive

parent involvement begins with the teacher's focus on the positiVe It

was stressed again that parents are individUals with their own heeds

and interests and that teachers must be sensitive to parents:,

Addressing the issue of who should work with the-parents,

participants were told that beginning teachers usually need the help of

experienced teachers, in other words, teacher-teams. Those responsible

for training teachers to work with parents must themselves have a

positive attitude toward parents and be able to create positive attitudes

in the teachers.
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THE FEELINGS OF PARENTS

When parents have a child who is handicapped or seriously ill;

they go through various stages in reacting to this fact. These stages

do not occur in a rigid order, and they are not completely abandoned

or resolved. Frequently; they are circular; reoccurring at different

points as the child changes and the parents must once again deal with the

fact that their Child is different. When teachers understand what

parents are going throughi.they are better able to work with them.

The first stage is DENIAL; Parents will say; "This can't be

true, I don't believe this is happening." The second stage is ANGER.

"Why should this happen to me;" "I'm angry with the world." The third

stage is BLAMING. "It's someone else's fault. The doctor wasn't any

good. It's hereditary- -the other side of the family." The fourth stage

is GUILT; "Did I do something wrong when I was pregnant? [did L do

sorpething to damage the child? Am.I to blame?" The fifth,_stage is

SEARCH; "There must be a cure; another doctor will know." Sometimes the

search stage is important: new clues are foundiand the diagnosis or

treatment recommended by one physician is not necessarily the only one.

The sixth stage is FUTURE;;WORRY AND FEAR. "What will happen to this child?

Can my child learn to read; graduate; hold a job?" The seventh stage

is ACCEPTANCE; As With the other reactive phases, acceptance relates to

the child's developmental level. For example; acceptance of a child't

awkwardness in walking does not mean automatic acceptance of t e child's

inability to talk well; or-academic problems at a later time.

After these stages were introduced and discussed; participants

were shown a film; "The Seriously 111 Child;" from the Child Health and

Safety Series developed by the Special Projects Division for the Texas

Department of Human Resources (TDHR). The series is available from TDHR's

Child Development Program Division; John H. Reagan Building, Austin; Texas

79701.



ACTIVITIES TO INVOLVE PARENTS

The first step a teacher might take in involving parents is to

conduct a parent survey; A sample parent survey form which asks parents

about their individual skills and interests and includes a number of

chbi:ces: and activities for working parents was distributed. The form also

gives parents a choice of times to be in the classroom; ways to help or

observe; or ways to supply materials for the classroom. (See Appendix B,

Handouts; for a copy of the form.)

One way to involve parents is throtigh the use of bulletin boards.

Bulletin boards can serve several purposes: they convey classroom infor-

mation; show specific parenting techniques; and give general information of

value to parents and children. A classroom-information bulletin board

conveys information to parents about daily activities of the children and

future needs. It can include pictures drawn by children; phnographs of

children doing Narious activities, or samples of the children's work.

It can also include other types of illustrations; with a brief description

underneath explaining classroom activities, such as pictures of animals

and a notation underneath saying.; "We will take a trip to the zoo." This

type of bulletin board can also include notes of appreciation of thanki

to specific parents for time or materialS contributed. For example, a

noteofthankstoMrs;Smithforwashingtheartsmocks;__The bulletin

board may also include a notepad so parents can wri d -te wheh the

teacher is busy;

A bulletin board whichipecific parenting techniques or

information which parents can use at home is also helpful in getting

parents involved. For example; teachers could display a pamphlet such as

SEDL's Praise Your Child, from the Positive Parent Series; as a center

focgl point. Positive comments sof appreciation which parents might make

to children can be written in, or illustrations drawn showing parents

thanking cffIldren. Other items illustrating the concept of positive

expectations can be added; -?9`.".

1
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A bulletin board which gives information of value to parents and

children might'focus on the importance of good vision and visual scre

Pamphlets from vlarious associations such as the American Optometric

Association and the Association for the Blind can be.used, along with

il4ustrations. of the child being given a visual screening test. The

purpote might be to inform parents of visual screening to be conducted the

following week;

Bulletin boards for parents should be planned with care and

changed frequently; If the same one is allowed to remain in place fo

an extended amount of time, parents will quit paying attention to it;

If books and pamphlets on working with parents are available, teachers

need to be made aware of the materials and where they can be checked out;

If books and pamphlets for parents to check out and use at home are

available these should be shown and described. If such 'books are

available 'ocally or if there are plans to establish a library of

parenting information materials, then teachers should be green a

bibliography, preferably annotated. Any such bibliography should include

the complete name and address for direct ordering;

Another way to involve parents. is by the use of "Love Tags,"

a concept developed in Richardson, Texas, by the Educational Personnel

Departtent Consortium. "Love Tags" are like gift tags; Each one gives

a positive parenting tip or makes positive comments. Teachers can send

"Love Tags" home with children at regular intervals. Other ideas can be

added or adapted. "Love Tags" are a nice way for teachers to communicate

with parents. (See Appendix B for additional information on "Love Tags.")

Parents are often threatened by the way in which teachers and

other professionals communicate with them. It is important for teachers

to listen to the parents rather than do all the talking. A copy of

"Communicating with Parents: It Begins with Listening," an article by

Paul Lichter which appeared in the Winter 1976 issue of Teaching Exceo-

tional Chilciren; was handed out to participants.
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SUMMARY

In thit presentation some of the problems and issues related

to working with parents were described. Working with parents is really

adult education involving adult interaction rather than child=centered

or subject-contact knowledge. Field based training experiences over the

last three years have made it clear that teachers have little or no

training for working with parents. They often have grave reservations

and feel intimidated about parents, or they feel their job is to "train"

parents like they would children; using an authoritarian approach.

However; working with parents is really adult education; requiring Skills

in adult interaction and communication. The person who works with

parents must be sensitive and aware of ways of working with adults.

EffectiVe work with parents will be beneficial to all--to the

parents; to the child; to the teacher, and ultimately to theschool

systet itself: Ohe of the items on a recent Gallup Poll ofthe public's

attitude toward public school assessed the desire of parents to be more

knOWledgeable and more involved in the schools. Parents are interested

and concerned about their child's education. .But teachers need help;

especially teachers who work with handicapped children and their parents.
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WHAT IS AN IEP?

The presentation began with the Council for Exceptional

Children's definition of an individualized education prOgram:

The individualized education_program is the management
tool which specifies thechild's_unique educational
needsi_annual goals for the_child, the services allocated
to achieve the desired results and -how the effective-
ness of the program will be determined.

Individualized education programs (IEPs;) have been mandated by

the Federal government 'since 1975. The Federal requirements; as set

forth in Public Law 94 -142, can be divided into two parts: (1) those

required to be present at a meeting during which the IEP is developed and

(2) the specific content requirements of an IF; The CEC has described

federal requirements for the two thusly:

1. Those required to be present at a meeting during which
the-IEP is developed, as set forth in Section 602 (19):

A representative of the local education agency or
intermediate educational unit who is qualified to
provide, or supervise the provision of special
education.

The teacher or teachers of the child;

The parents or guardian.

Whenever appropriate; the child.
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2, The specific content requirements of an_individualized*
edUtatiOn program; as set forth in Section 602 (19) (A=0).:

. A statement of the child's present level of-educational,
performance.

A statement of annual goals; including stArt term
instructional objectives.

A statement of the specific educational services to be
provided.

The extent to which the child will be able to par'ticipate
in regular education programs.

The projected date for initiation and anticipated
duration of such services.

Appropriate objective criteria; evaluation procedures,
and_schedules for determining; on at least an annual
basis; whether instructional objectives are being
achieved,

The CEC further explains that'a child who has a aril-clue educational

need requiring specially designed instruction must be provi=ded with an IEP

'which links the child with the appropriate special education and related

services. Each state education agency must ensure that special education

or related services will be provided to all handicapped children in

conformance with an -Individualized education program; regardless of what

institution or agency directly provides the services. Each local education

agency has primary responsibility for.carrying out the IEP requirements

of Pk 94-142 and is also responsible for coordination with institutions

and agencies who provide education services to handicapped children,

Here is what the CEC specifically says about the identification; evaluation;

and placement process for handicapped children:
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Pual ic Law 94-142, sets forth the following minimum drocedures that must oe
followed in the identification, evaluation; and educational placement of
handicapped cnildren.

Stop 1 A child is identified by school personneland/or parents as possibly having a handlcapding
condition and being in need of special educatiOri.

Step 2 An evaluation to specifically determine the child's hCuidiPao, aoucational strengths, weak-
. nesses and needs is scheduled by the school with onor parent knowledge and written

approval. If agreement to evaluate is not achieved, then either the school system or parents
may initiate the procedural safeguard system.

Step 3 The evaluation procedures .and maihals must be selected and admirliaterod Sc as to not
be Mitily or culturally cscriminaory.

Step 4 A meeting between the parent3, scnool personnel, and if appropriate the child, 13 scheduled
to discuss the results of the evaluation and to begin determining an appropriate educationW
placement for the child.

Step 5 From this meeting or others that follow; the child's Individual EducationProgram (IEP) will
be developed, written, and agreed to oy the school? parents, and the child wnere aOpro-
;Mate,

Step 8 When an IEP is agreed to; then the education_ to be provided to the child will be in Carl-
ramify with-the IEP including. the OlaCeMent Of the Child.'

Step 7 If_tor any reason the school and tge parents cannot avail on the aop(pOnateness of the
IEP, either may initiate the procedural safeguard sistem.

Step 8 At taut annually each chilcrilEP-and his/her school performance in relation to it will be
reviewed for the purpose of soecitying the future educational program for the Phild.

--_:_

Just because IEPthaVe been tandl;ped; howeveri does not

mean that they will be implemented. The - 6y issue is how to get reluctant
--/

classroom teachers to feel competent de ing with the special child in

the classroom. In ot-det to implement IEPs teachers have to be able

to interpret what is to be done and how; They must understand any

special needs handicapped children may have. It is also necessary to

equip teachers wit skills so that they can participate comfortably and

actively in the ro ess of developing.IEPs and in educating handicapped

children. Teache s eed to know how to identify strengths and weaknesses;

how to set goals and objectives; and how to interpret test results.
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WHY IEPS ARE IMPORTANT

T6 illustrate the importance of IEPs it was necessary first to

define mainstreaming for participants. Mainstreaming refers to the process

of meeting the needs of exceptional children in regular classrooms on a

full or,.part time basis; as appropriate to the specific child and class.

Integration into the regular program includes three elements: (1) tem-

poral integration, meaning the amount of time spent in the regular

program; (2) instructional integration; or participation in the academic

environment of the regular program; and (3) social integration, or

acceptance of classmates. Mainstreaming also implies the development

and implementation of a special education support system fOr the successful

return to and maintenance of handicapped students in the regular education

program; as well as an emphasis on cooperative planning and clarification

of responsibilities between regular and special education personnel.

.IEPs help educators- provide children with an education in

the least restrictive environment. They help educators coon inate what

is happening in different areas and with related services: they °put

together the pieces of a puzzle; in other words. Services that are

available to handicapped children were illustrated for the participants

using the "Full-Services Continuum" chart reproduced on page 33. The services

can range from regular classroom with consultation--which is the least

restrictive environment; to hospitals and residential treatment centers--

which are more restrictive. Situations in between could include part

time special classes or regular classroom with a:resource specialist program.

It was explained to participants that the presentation would focus on the

last two items on the chart: regular classroom with support services and

regular classroom with consultation;
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FULL=TIME SPECIAL CLASS ON

REGULAR SCHOOL CAMPUS

PART-TIME SPECIAL CLASS

REGULAR CLASSROOM

WITH RESOURCE SPECIALIST-PROGRAM

REGULAR CLASSROOM WITH SUPPORT SERVICES

REGULAR CLASSROOM WITH CONSULTATION

Number of Cases

HOW IS AN IEP DEVELOPED?

Rather than going into a complicated explanation of how IEPs

are written and by whom; the presenters divided the participants into small

groups and asked them to work a puzzle: The 'purpose of the activity was

to show them the importance of communication and cooperation among all

those who have a part in developing an IEP; The groups were told that

their assignment was to put three puzzles together. Each person was

given three puzzle pieces; Actually; the puzzle pieces each person in a

group received represented a piece from three different puzzles. This

meant that in order to put the puzzles together; the group had to go

thitugh a process of cooperation; identifying a leader; developing a plan
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of action; and sharing information. In the discussion following the

activity, this process was explained and an analogy drawn between the

experience and developing an IEP.

An IEP can be defined as the process of professionals coming

together with pieces of the puzzle and Working, to formulate a coordinated

IEP for a child. The process is like a circular chain--if a single

person's.information is missing; the Whole picture is not complete. The

teacher cannot put the whole puzzle together and the child loses out. It

was pointed out that a secondary effect of an IEP process is to organize

a way of communicating across disciplines.

Exactly who works on the IEP for a particular child will vary,

depending on the child's needs and the procedures developed.by both the

state education agency and the local education agency. It will also

depend upon whether or not an IEP for admission of a child into a program

is being develope4 or an already developed IEP is -being reviewed.

Again, the key issue is how to get the reluctant,classroom teacher

to feel competent dealing with the special child in the classroom and

developing or helping to develop an IEP for the child. One activity that

can be done which brings the IEP concept down to earth is to ask teachers

to plan a trip from one point to another point on a map. The map is

displayed and the beginning and end points established; For example; tell

the teachers they are planning a trip from Austin, Texas to Los Angeles;

California. There are certain givens to this assignment: they will be

driving and they have five days to get there. Teachers need to decide

the route, how to prepare for the trip (getting the car checked; for

example) the length of time they want to take; and so forth.

After giving the teachers a short period of time to make

decisions, the leader of this exercise discUsses the teachers' plans;

drawing an analogy between planning a trip and developing an IEP.: The

goal for the trip would be to get to Los Angeles; for the IEP; to help

the child develop or improve skills in cerlein areas; Teachers want the
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child to progress from where the child is to a given point. The plan

will vary for the individual teacher, just as ft did when participants

planned the trip to L;A;; but the teachers will be designing short term

objectives and activities which will .help them accomplish the longterm

goals 'for the child. The goals help teachers see what they have

accomplished. The objectives, are markers that help teachers evaluate

hOw close they are to reaching a goal. The timeline will vary from child

to child--though the school year is hine m6nths long. There are certalc

decisions to make before setting out on the jourhey with the child: the

level at which the child i5 currently functioning needs to be identified,

along with the child's handicaps or disabilities; and the child's

individual needs. In general, a special education teacher; a principal;

asupport professional (speech therapist, occupatiotal physica,1,therapist;

etc.) and a person who administers the tests (associate psyChologist

orA counselor) will be on the IEP team;

MAKING THE IEP USABLE TO TEACHERS

In some cases, especially if the child is mainstreamed; regular

classroom teachers are involved in the meeting to develop or review an

IEP. The teachers need-to know the process of development, how to use

the IEP; and sometimes how to participath in its development; It was

stressed for participants that the information from the IEP must be

usable to classroom teachers. This is sometimes a problem; To illustrate

how meeting about an IEP can make teachers feet, participants were given

the following list of technical terms and asked to define theM:

Sensorimotor Integration
Ocu1ar Motor Functioning
Standard Deviation
Figure Ground Perception
Spastic
Prone
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. Apraxic

. Agnosia
Haptic
Tactile Defensiveness

Some of the terms were purposely 'quite difficult. It waexplained that

in a meeting with other professionals who are working on a child't IEP;

terms are used which teachers do not understand. This makes teachers

feel left out; and does not build a supportive attitude; So it is

important tomake sure eveiyone knows the definitions. An inservice

training could be held to acquaint teachers with terms beforehand. A way

to make teachers a part of an IEP team is to ask them to report on the

child's strengths. Seeing the child every day, _a teacher is in a position

to report on what the child can do; The point is to build on teachers

strengths and make them feel that they have something worthwhile to

contribute.

THE SENSORY ROPE MODEL

Another way to make special education terminology understandable

to teachers is to explain sensory integration for them;- A graphic

demonstration, was given participants on this subject using the "Sensory .

Rope Model" developed by Special Projects trainer Donna Bricker-Derkacz.

A rope was taped to a chalkboard, a noose or circle at one end,

and a knot of the:loose threads at the other:. knot represents the

Child at birth,. the abilities the child is born with. The braided rope

strand equals the continuum of development the child passes through into

adulthood. The circle *presents adulthood. Figure 1 illustrates the

Rope Model.

CHILD AT BIRTH

Figure 1
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Participants were told to consider adulthood. As an adult the

child will contribute to the world of ideas. That contribution can be

negative or it can be positive. For that reason it is important to look

at the infant and determine what kinds of learning abilities-the. child

has. The teacher's role is to build on those 'abilities so that the child

feels like a competent person and learner and becomes one; It is through

this process of becoming a competent:learner that the child's self-

esteem is strengthened and the child who becomes an adults is able to make

'a positive contribution to the world of ideas.

Atthis point the participants were asked, "What abilities

does the child have to work with?" And the knot at the end of the:rope ,

was unfurledto reveal five strands. Each of; the five strands was then

tapecLto the wall and labeled with the five classical senses: taste;touch,

hearing; smellingi and seeing; Figure 2 illustrates the unfurled rope

model.
TASTE

TOUCH

Figure 2

'A second question was asked; "But how does the child integrate

these senses?" The. answer lay in a separate string representing the motor

abilities: vestibulari kinesthetic; and proprioceptive. The strands

were then 'woven together using the motor string to connect the classical

senses.

Participants were;shown that they could superimpose the "Sensory

Spoon Model" (explained in a prior presentation, "Adapting and Managing

the Environment for Mainstreaming") over the unfurled ict7 At birth the

child immediately begins recording experiences via the senses.. These

experiences become part of the child's world; Adults help children

attach word syMbols to those experiences, That is how adults help children

develop language.
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Next a circle was drawn in chalk around the entire rope model.

Participants were told that it is not just the speech environment but the

total physical environment from the moment of birth to the end of life

that is being recorded by the brain thrtough the senses; That is why it

becomes so critical to structure a learning prOgram which builds on the

child's sensory-motor abilities and which takes place in a prepared

environment. This tied the development of individualized education

programs (IEPs) into "Adapting and Managing the Environment" discussed

in a previous presentation:

USING AN IEP IN THE CLASSROOM

Since some teachers will not participate in the writing of an

IEP; but will receive one to read and translate into objectives and

activities, they need to know how'to read.. one accurately and where the

information it contains comes from Participants were given an IEP'S

Total Service Plan sheet, which includes long term gbals as well' as the

evaluation information forms:on which the Total Service Plan is based.

Specialists prepare.thete evaluation forms on the child's progress;

disabilities; etc; Participants were asked to use three colors to code

the total'service plan and the evaluation informatiOn using the following

-categories of information:

J.. Basic Data on the child: naMe>:.schoOl, birthdate,
grade; Admission; Reviet.k and Dismissal (ARD),,dAte.'

2; Level of Functioning: age equivalents in the areas
pf perceptual-motor; speech/language; and social/
adaotivegrade equivalents in math; spelling; and
reading.,'

3. Prioritized Long-Term Goals: for example; to improve
sound-symbol association; to improve basic sight
vocabulary, to learn basic addition and subtraction
factS.
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The purpose of the color coding was to graphically show a

classroom teacher where information can be found in diagnostic

reports and how such information can be used to arrive at long term goals;

The bulky packet of evaluation forms which the participants read and

"de-coded" included a diagnostic report from a state human services agency;

a psychological examination report:from an independent school diStritt;

an educational plan developed by the schOol psychologist; a report from

a speech/language teacher, the child's social case history prepared by

visiting teacher; a physical examination form, results of hearing and

vision screenings, and so forth. A copy of the Total Service Plan

sheet is included in Appendix B; Handouts.

Participants were told that if a workshop were given to teachers;

the next step in training would be to talk about task analysis and

breaking a goal into the several steps That a child will have to reach

before attaining the goal. These steps then become the short term

objectives. Participants were given a sample exercise used`to teach the

writing of instructional objectives and several :examples of sample IEPt.

(See Appendix B; Handouts.)

Once the long term goals and short term objectives have been

identified; the teacher is ready and is responsible for. planning activities

to help the child meet the objectives. In other words, it is time to

implement the IEP and toevaluate it on a regular basis; In order to

implement the IEP, teachers need to know how to organize their class=

rooms, how to sequence the activities carried on there; and how to adapt

the classroom environment to meet,the needs of the children. Learning

these skills is very important a4hd was tne subject of a previous

conference presentation; "Adapting and Managing the EnvironMent for

Mainstreaming."
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EVALUATION OF IEPS

Once an IEP is being carried out in the classroom it is

necessary to evaluate its effectiVeness oh a regular batit. Public Law

94=142 mandates that this. evaluation take place at least annually. Local

and state education agencies need to plan a procedure for the frequency

Of interim reviews of the plans.

In the annual evaluation the whole ARD team Meets to review the

plan's goals and objectives. The procedures established by the local and

state education agencies will determine who will be involved in reviewing

the IEP. In addition to school personnel, parents should be invOlved

in annual and periodic reviews of a child's IEP. Suggestions for parent

involvement and documentation of that involvement were discussed for

the participants. All efforts should be made to contact parents about

attending the review, including written invitations as well As phone calls.

In some cases it might be necessary to hold a review in .t*home of the

parents.

At the end of the presentationi comments from participants

Were invited. There was a discussion from the various state education

personnel as to their proceedures for implementing IEPs as set' forth in

P.L. 94-142. Various interpretations of the law were also offered.
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Dr. Alice Ginott

Participants viewed a videotape of a speech given by Dr. Alice

Ginott at a 1977 conference; BETWEEN GROWNUPS AND KIDS, co-sponsored by

SEDL and the Texas Department of Human Resources. In the videotape

_Dr; Ginott presented three principles of communication which help children

follow classroom rules and still feel good about themselves. The

principles are:

1. Give choices to children in matters that affect
their lives;

2. Grant through fantasy what you can't give in
reality.

3. State the problem, then find a solution;

A written presentation containing the same concepts as the_videotape, with

the exception of the three principles of communication, is reproduced

below.

HOW TO DRIVE YOUR CHILD SANE*

Have you ever lboked into one of those grotesque amusement

park mirrors in which,:yoU taw yourself exaggerated and contorted? How did

it make you feel? Uncomfortable; probably. But you laughed betauta you

knew that it was ,'a misrepresentation.

*Reprinted with permission of Dr. Alite Ginott; in CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

"BETWEEN GROWNUPS & KIDS," Austin, Texas: SOUthWeSt Educational Develop-

ment Laboratoryi 1977.

44
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But suppose this were the only picture you ever had of yourself?

You could be convinced that this malformed person was an accurate

raflattion. It would never occur to you to distrust the mirror or to

hold it responsible for the distorted image.

Neither do children have any reason to doubt the image parents

mirror; They usually accept even their negative evaluation as a dependable

and accurate description; cc-vinced that they are stupidilazy; clumsy;

inconsiderate; selfish, insenstive, irresponsible, or undersirable.

Parental mirroring frequently distorts a child's self- image..

To be told: ,"You look terrible." YOU never do anything

right." "You're like a bull in a chjna shop" does not:help a child feel

beautiful; capable or graceful.

It is a source of amazement to me how many parents will label

their children stupid, lazy and a cheat, yet expect him or her to be bright,

industrious and honest;

THe easiest way to make a child feel that there is something

wrong is to criticize. Even constructive criticism diminishes a child's

self image. Instead of criticism; a child needs information without

derogation.

Mother saw Steven; 13, ladling almost the whole pot of chocolate

pudding into an oversized bowl. She was about to rebuke him: "You're

so selfish; You only think of yourself. You are not the only one in

this house!"

BUt she had learned that "labeling is disabling"--that to talk

about a child's negative personality attribute does not help her or him

develop into a more caring person. So she said: "Son, this pudding

has to be divided among four people."



"Oh; I'm sorry;" replied Steven.

put some back."

didn't know that. I'll
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It is our incompetence im communicating; not our lack of love;

that drives children. crazy. Most of us love our children. What we lack

is a language that conveys love; that mirrors our- delighte-and that makes

a child feel loved; respected and appreciated.

We are not aware of the impact of words we use- every day,

We hurl words at children with abandon; We reoMmand; we order;

we respond with impunity; we give advice, we intrude; we teach lessonsi.

we say anything that comes to our minds; We are imprecise and incorrect.

We are oblivious to words that damage and destroy. We are deaf to'our

tone and style. We forsake tact and good manners. We offend.

We are-not aware that wordS are like knives,.

and;

much

How would you feel if a 'surgeon came into the operatingroom

before the anesthesiologist put you under; said; "I really don't have

training in surgery, but I use common sense--and I love my patients."

I think you would panic and run for your life. But there is no

exit for children; Unlike surgeons; who are careful where they alt;

parents use words in a random fashion. They make many incisions until

they hit the right spot. heedless of the open wounds they leave behind.

They perform daily emotional operations on their children; but without

training.

Love and common sense are tit not enough.

Recently, in a hi-fi store, an electronics expert said.to me,

"Dr; Ginott; I heard you discuss discipline and I didn't agree with you;"

He stretched out the palm of his hand, "This is my psychology," he said

proudly.

I asked him whether he applied the same "palm method" in fixing

a TV set, a silent amplifier or a screeching mike.

"for that you need skill and knowledge. These are

"Oh, nai" he answered,

complex instruments:'

eir
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Children also need parents who are skilled and knowledgeable.

But most of them are not that fortunate. Their parents treat them

essentially the way they:were treated. They seem to be replaying a

familiar tape.

We need to write our own script, make an original tape, step

to th'e music of a different drummer.

We even know the words.

We heard our parents use them with guests and strangers. It

was a language that was protective of feelings, not critical of behavior.

Weneed to change priorities; It is those we love the most

that deserve the best. And the best is the most civilized. Words that

generate loye not hate; diminish'dissension not destroy desire, humor

not rage, 'enhance, life not shrink spirits.

Weuan, rase our childhood Ape with its familiar Ellt destructive

messages and leas the language that our parents reserved 'for guests.

BUt Mb parents, unfortunately, have a deep distruSt of'dn

intentionally learned language, They see it assomething shameful, like

being caught studying How To Win Friends and Influence. People. Or they

liken deliberate learning to a sin akin to premeditated manipulation of

another person..

Still, we are in'dire need of a code of communicating, a discipline

Of dialogue that cultivates, rather than kills, intimate talk at home.

To those who call such skilled communication artificial,I say;

"So are Picasso's paintings, Beethoven's symphonies, Fleming's penicillin

and the polio' vaccines., They are all artificial--yet life giving."

I am a psychoanalyst. In my world there are realities that

always remain constant: to decrease suffering and increase joy; f know

that how I talk to my patients makes a difference. Words are my tools.

But a few years ago, it occurred to me that it made no sense for unskilled

t



parents to drive children crazy while we psychotherapists are trained to

then drive them sane.

I became aware of this when I overheard myself talking to my

own children. It was as if my mother were talking to me: the olamihi

the shaming, the angry hysteria. It was then I decided to respond to my

children as I do to my patients. I was determined not to recreate in my

family that which made my life miserable in my parents' home.

"To love truly is to know what brings pain to the one you love."

Thit BibliCal saying sUir-up the essence of communication.

lam unaware when or whether my tongue offends, then I cannot

claim: "Iaove" or "I care." It is my readiness to sense distress and

to extend comfort that gives parenthood its unique flavor.

Children need home to be a refuge; where parents' attentive

ear and sympathetic response contribute to emotional health. Regardless of

the offente, children depend on parents to understand their predicament, and

provide aid and hope.

One afternoon; eight-year-old Greg came home from school

distressed: "I hate my teacher," he screamed. "She yelled at me for

passing notes; She called the irresponsible and troublemaker. I'm never

gding back to school!"

Many parents would have answered: "That's what you get far not

paying attention. You always,get into trouble! How do you expect a

teacher to teach when you disturb the class? I hope you learned your

lesson!"-

BUt, fortunately for Greg, his mother had learned that when

children are angry they 'need parents understanding, not additional

-criticism. So she said: "How embarrassing it must have been for you! To

be called names in front of your friendsthat's humiliating! No wonder

you're so, angry No one like$ to' be treated that way!"
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Greg's mother did'not blame the teacher, no her son. Instead,

she described in detail the feelings he must have struggled with when his

teacher reprimanded him.

Children often come home from school hurting. M6st teachers

are unaware of the serious consequences of threats and punishments. Lucky

are the children whose parents have learned how to administer emotional first

Aid to heal wounds and turn hate into love.

Since everyone else is interested in our children's behavior

and achievement, they depend on parents to care about their feelings.

A Child cannot help how he or she feels. It takes courage to

let us now. Therefore, we do not discourage a child from telling us

even biter truths;

Suppose you wanted to bring up children to tell lies? How

would you go about it? You would probably reward them when they lied

and punish them when they were truthful.

But you want children to tell the truth. What is it then that

you do whenthey try to tell you their true feelings?

Yob punish them;

Four-year-old Debbie told her mother: "Mammy, I hate Grandma.

I wish she were death"

Mother; horrified; answered: "No, you don't. You love Grandma.

In this; home we don't hate. Besides, she givet you presents and takes

you places. How can you even say such a horrible thing?"

But Debbie insisted: "No; I hate her! I hate her! I don't want

to see her any more!"

Now Mother; really upset, decided to use a more drastic "educa-s

tiohal" measure. She spanked Debbie.
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But the child was smart. Not wanting to be punished more, she

decided to dWanae her tune: "I really love Grandma, Mommy," she said.

What did Mommy do? She kissed and hugged Debbie and praised her

for being such a good girl;

What did Debbie learn? It is dangerous to tell the truth. When

you lie, you get love. When you are truthful; you.get spanked. Mommy

loves little liars. Only tell her what she wants to hear.

To encourage Debbie not to lie, Mother could have answered, "I

:understand how you feel; You don't have to love Grandma; but I expet you

to treat her with respect."

_^

WORD POWER

We would like to believe that only disturbed parents damage

their children. Unfortunately, lovfng and well-meaning pe6151e also use a

language that deprecates; They enrage. Why? Because they are unaware

Of the power of words.

Words are not benign.

EVen when parents want tb praise a child, they often irritate.

A child is suspicious of even positive statements when they assess his or

her personality or effort.

.

No one likes to be judged, evaluated or graded. When we are

judged, we feel diminished. When we are evaluated, we feel devalued.

When we are graded we feel degraded.

How would you feel if at the end of each month you received a

report card from your husband: "In kissing you get an A. But in hugging

only a C. In caressing, on the other hand; you have improved to a B.

But your technique leaves something to be desired and so your grade is

a B. A
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I suspect you would be tempted to throw him out with the'report

card!

What is preferable?

Description that details delight; words that convey retognition

of effort and itatements that transmit respect.

A father left a note on his daughter's guitar: "When you play,

it gives me great pleasure." The next morning his daughter said to him:

"Thanks; Dad; fOr telling me what a good player 1 am."--

When the father described his feelings; he gave his daughter an'.

opportunity to convert his appreciation into adjectives that sing her

praise.

f3tit often, when I try to encourage parents to learn a language

of caring;. they exclaim: "But my children are teenagers! The damage has

already been done!"

Is it ever too late with people?

CertainlY not with addlett6htt. In fact, they are particularly

fortunate. They are given a second chance. Teenagers seem so disorganized

because they are in the process of reorganizing themselves. We, as parents,

can influence the direction. How we talk to them can make the differdnce.

It is important to'take every opportunity to demonstrate to

our teenager that feelings are to be, taken seriously; since emotions alert

one to what often the mind can only later confirm.

HOW IT WORKS

A mother reported a conversation she had with her daughter.

Ann: YOU kndw, the first time'Mrl. Green asked me to babysit for her;

I didn't like her.

Mother:, I remember you said she made you feel uncomfortable.
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I. usually get along so well with addlts. It made me feel guilty

for not liking her for no reason..

Mother:. ,,Ann, feelings don't need reasons; they have no mind; they just
are.

Ann: Yeah, that'sl right; There wasilo reasqn;_but I couldn't help how
'I felt; But they were really accurate; I only 'needed one moee
time to--find out why;

Mother:' Ann; you just made me think of someone I met fifteen ydars ago--
and I had tfie same feelings; but ft took me fourteen years to
find out why.

Ann: Someone I know?

Mother: His picture was in the paper this mornin , walking on the beach in
San Clemente.

A young couple lost its way in the maze of California highways;

"We're losti" they told the police officer at the toll booth7 "Do you know

where you are?" he inquired. "Yes;" answered the couple. - -- "It says so on

Your booth." "Do you know where you want to go?" continued the officer.

"Yes," the couple replied in unis0. "Then you're not lost," concluded

the officer; "You-just need clear directions."

I cannot accept as inevitable that intelligent, well-intentioned

people will likely bring up troubled children.

what they need is luck and skill...

You may ask: "If they have luck, why do they need

"Not to spoil the luck."

a
tr
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HANDLING BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS ,AND COMMUNICATING WITH CHILDREN

Dr, Joyce Evans; Donna Bricker-Derkacz; Mary Grace

"IT IS NEVER OKAY TO HURT SOMEONE ELSE"'

The principle that it is never acceptable to hurt someone else

forms the basis for this presentation; as it does with most all behavior

systems adopted by schools; such as Glasser's Reality Therapy for example.

What\ he schodis often fail tcydo; however; is to deal with the values

Of tea hers before they adopt a behavior system. When teachers are not

given t opportunity and the method for clarifying their:own values;

they are t committed to the adopted system. As a reSult; when problems
\

arise with c ildren, teachers often revert to their old ways of behaving\

or acting. The -_may; for example, resort to sarcasm or physical. punish-,
ment in response to,csildren's actions. Such approaches do not accomplish

anything positive; they only hurt the children physically, emotionally; Or

psychologically. jeachers:need to clarify their own values so that they

feel so stronglObout the principle of not likirting someone else that

they seek alter6tives which do not involve-Kil?tingethe children.

The presentation represents the first'step to take before

adopting any 14rticular behavior system. It offers teachers alternative

responses tha do not hurt childi-en; alternatives that Will work no

matter what behavior management system has been adopted by the school.

The alternatives are based on the fact that a child's actions must be

viewed by tea Hers as not a problem until_ the child is hurting self;

another child; o -destroying the cIastroom'.epyirtohmnt; A fourth

reason children's actions c ecome problems is that the child may be,

disturbing the learning environme . The alternatives presented can be

classified into two groups: intery tion techniques, to use when physical

violence is occuring in the classroom; prever,ipion techniques; whiCh
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involve the positive use of language and taking a close look at the

environment and the abilities of the children.

INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES

There are three techniques teachers can use when a child

physically attacks another child by pulling hair, biting, and kicking.

The techniques; again; are based on the principle that it is never okay

to hurt someone else. In each of the techniques the teacher stops the

pain from occurring; gets the attacker's attention and states the principle

to the attacker; The techniques were briefly demonstrated to participants

during the presentation.

In a hair-pulling situation, the teacher can first stop the pain

by taking the attacker's hand and pushing down. Then the teacher presses

or kneads down on the knuckles until the attacker releases the hair. The

next step is to get the attacker's attention by Crossing ifi's or her hands

in front of the body and saying, "It is never okay to hurt someone else.".

Then the child is placed in aluiet area or in a "time- out: -" The teacher

says to the child; "When you are ready to stop pulling hair you may join

US."

In a biting situation, the pain is stopped by taking the arm

of the child that is being bitten and moving it closer to the biter's

mouth. The teacher holds it there with one hand, then with the other hand

hOldS the biter under the jaw and brings the head back and up until the

mouth automatically opens; The teacher holds the biter's hands crossed in

front of the body, faces the child at eye level and says; "It is never

okay to hurt another per1 son;" Then the biter is removed to a quiet

area or to a "time-out."
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When responding to children's behavior; teachers need to remember

that adults have social skills which children do not have. When an

adult has a problem with another adult; it can often be solved either by

ignoring the problem, or by talking about it to find out why the other

person is angry. Children do not have these social skills. Instead, they

.a4 out their frustrations by biting, kicking or pulling hair. It is

important for adults to remain adults when working with children and not

resort to child-like behavior,

PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

One of the prevention techniques preSented at this point to

. participants involved the use of positive-language; The other asked teachers

to take a careful look at the environment to see if it is causing behavior

problems in children;

Using positive language; also called "scripting," is a directive

yet gentler way to handle behavior problems than the intervention techniques

described Previously, Positive language can be used to deal with problems

caused by internal conflicts betWeen.tWo children. 'Scripting" gives

teaches and children the language they need to work out solutions.

When children are given instructions in a negative way or are told what

not to do or to stop doing something, it does not tell 'them what they

should do; In Other words; the child is not being given any appropriate

behavior with which to replace the inappropriate behavior. Using negative

language may in fact trcrease the behavior problem.

To illustrate, presenters role-played a teacher and two children.

One child grabs the toy from the other-'and a fight ensues. The teacher

responds by abusing one of the children verbally, calling her a bully,

impossible to deal with; and so forth; In effect the teacher lectures

the child, beating the child down with words, and the child begins to feel

resentful; Afterwards; participants were asked; "What were the children..

56
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learning?" The answer is that they learned they are bad and that one

way to deal with problems is to yell and scold.

The presenters then role-played the situation a second time.

This time the teacher responded differently, giving the children the

language to use in such a situation; showing the children through language

what sharing means. Participants were again asked what the children

learned, and the difference between the two examples was strikingly

'apparent; Using positive language or scriptina reinforces the concept

for the children that there are alternatives to hurting someone else;

and at the same time builds the independence and.self-esteem of the

Children.

For the second prevention technique, presenters explained that

behavior problems are often due to the environment being unstructured;

not well-planned; or faulty. Behavior problems can occur when activities

and materials are not well organized or do not match the levd1 of

functioning of the individual children; Behavior problems4re often a

sign of a handicapping condition or an intermittant illness (like colds

or allergies). Teachers can't have the same expectations for children

when these conditions are present.

TO illustrate, participants were taken through several simulation

activities. One asked teachers to role-play children who are asked to

solve a puzzle when one of the pieces is missing. The "children" were

also asked to make a figure out of dried-out play dough, to late a tennis

shoe while wearing gloves; and to complete an activity sheet while wearing

vaseline-smeared glasses.

It was stressed for participants that the classroom needs to be

Structured in a way that prevents discipline problems; Classroom rules

must be specific (not just "behave"); clear and understandable to the

children; limited in number, enforceable; and positive;
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Many times rules are put in terms of what not to do rather

than what to do. Teachers often reinforce negative behavior by correcting

it rather than praising positive behavior.
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I I I CONFERENCE EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the conference, a Participant Questionnaire

was distributed after the final presentation:. Eleven questions were

asked, only one of- ,which was open-ended. Forced-choice questions included

fill-in-the.-blanks; check appropriate reSponse; rank order; and five-point
. .

rating scale. The questions provided information about participant

profiles and conference effectiveness and usefulness. The Participant..

Questionnaire is reproduced on the next page. An analysis of responses

to each question follows.

Out of the 21 participants, sixteen questionnaires were returned.

In examining data; responses were grouPed according to LEA; SEA; and

Other. This was done in order to see if the three groups perceived the

conference in different ways or expressed different needs. In trying

to establish trends; the small number of participants must,be taken into

consideration.
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QUESTION 1: i represent m SEA IEA

Ten participants represented SEAs; three represented LEAs; one

was from a regional laboratory; one from Region VI of the HEW; and one

marked that the question did not apply (DNA).



QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
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QUESTION "3: I am responsible for direct training of teachers.
I am responsible for training those who train teachers.

:1Of the ten SEA respondents; on ins ns trainerS,three train

teachers, three train both trainers and teachers,. two did not respond,

and,one appears to beA classroom teacher. Of the three LEA respondents,

one did not answer and the,other two train both teachers and .trainers.

The regional laborateT'y representativetrains,both teachers and trainers,

as does the DNA respondent. The HEW repr6sentative left the question

blank;

,Table 1, ParticiPant Profiles, presents the SEA, LEA and Other

responses to the first-:three questiont in a schematic form.

1



QUESTION 2: I do/do not have previous
I have approximately

Epeeial_Educatien.
I have had approXimately

experience.
I have had approximately

trainer.

67

university tryning in Special Education.
hours of university training in

years of classroom teaching

years of experience al inservice,

,

One SEA respondent reported an Ed.D. in Educati'penal Psychology

and one had both a B.A. and an M.S. in the field. The rema-fder of the SEA

respondents reported a range from zero to 60 hours. the avgl-age number of

years of special education training was 28.7. One LEA said 'no " -in

response to this question; the;other two had 12 and 21 hours training

respectively. The laboratory representative reported 115 hours. in special

education training! Regional HEW and DNA respondents left the question .

blank.

Eight out of the ten SEAs reported on years of teaching. The

responses ranged from 3 2.to 14 years. Six SEAs responded to the question

on years of training; th responses ranging from 1 -to 12. Two outAif the

three LEA representatives reported 8 years teaching.experience each; and.

one left the question blank. , A single year of training experience w

reported by one LEA; with the other two not responding to.thiS part of

the question. The HEW representative did not report any years training' or

teaching. The DNA reported 15 years of training only; and the laboratory

representative reported 6 yearsof teaching an-d4 years of.training.
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QUESTION 4: Thisconference will assist me in the following wags:

in conducting inservice
in hiring consultants
in evaluating training materials
in training others to conduct inservice
Other

In responsro this question most of the ten SEAs checked only

one option; seven cheeked conducting inservice only; and one checked

evaluating training materials. One_checked three options: conducting

inservice; evaluating materi lsi)404ir_ ing consult,ants only. One:,

.47eft -"e`i_

.checked two options: conducti 011$16 an(k evaluating materials.

Evaluating instruction inLEAs, e ' ating speidial education peograhls;\
i. ;

transferrtng info'rmationyto office'M-tes, and hel ping with'stepdaughter

were mentioned in the Other category.' None of the ,StAs checked each.=.,

option; most checked conducting inservice. ,=

One LEA representative marked every option in response to this

question, and one marked condUcting inservice only. The third LEA did

not mark any option, but reported that the conference would be\of

assistance in working with supervisory staff in preparing inservice

training for regular education teachers who are mainstreaming handicapped

children. The HEW representative indicated technical assistance

activities; the DNA marked every one of the options; the laboratory

representative left out only one; hiring consultants; Table 2 summariz

the ,responses.



Table I

PARTICIPANT PROFILES

RESPONSIBILITIES EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE

._Train
aChers

_Tr,fin

Trainers
Soecial Ed:
Training

Teaching
Yrt.

Training
'frt.

SE1.t x 45 hrs. 4

SEA x x. BA&MA.:__TMK; 4

EMH; LO; ED:
MH.

SEA x x 40hrs. 10 12

SEA xt x 60 hrs 5 4

SEA x Ed.0 in Ed. 4 5
Pa;,-ch.

SEA :, x 15 hrs 3. 5

SEA x 60 hrs. 3 1/2

SEA 2 het. '

SEA no 14

SEA neither(a_class- 24 hrs. 9
room-teacher)

LEA
\

mo .

\ ..

8

LEA

LEA X

r.x

x

12 hrs.

21 hrs.

,..,

A
.

Lab: x x 115 hrs. 6

RBS

Region

VI

ONA x x 15
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QUESTION 6: A variety_of $trategies were used in this conference; Rank

order in importance.

Lecture
Discussion
Role play (as in environment workshoP)
Participation (parent stereotypesi teamwork ,pUz2le)
Simulation (handicaps; materials)
Visuals (Serio6sly III Child videotape)
Resources Review (materials/information on display)
Slides/Filmstrip viewing (Thursday afternoon)
Demonstrations

In responding to the request to rank-order nine presentation

strategies; one respodent ranked only eight and NO ranked only three

Of the options; using a 1-2-3 scale. The latter two have not been counted

in the tallies but are reported; Both SEAs and LEAs ranked- participation

firtt. .SEAs ranked discussion second, while LEA and Other cinked it fifth

and eighth. The Other category placed more importance on_retource review

and less on participation than did SEAs and LEAs. SEAs preferred lecture

more than the other 'two.

Table 3 compares the ranking among the three groups. Table 4

reports the rankings giveh each strategy by each respvient and orders

the responses within each category of respondent.

Table 3

CoMPARISOtt OF RANKINGS

GY
G

PARTICIPATION DISCUSSION %DEMONSTRATION
ROLE
PLAY

1 /SUALS
.

SIMULATION
,

LECTURE
RESOURCE
REVIEW

SLIDES/
FILM

1 5 2

T,,,

3

2

5

7

4

6

4

5

9

6

4

6
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Table 2

WAYS CONFERENCE WILL BE OF ASSISTANCE '

CONDUCTING
INSERVICE

4.;

EVALUALURI_TRAINING
MATERIALS

.

__HIRING--
CONSULTANTS

TRAINING
OTHERS

OTHER

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA,

EA

EA

EA

EA

EA

.

x

i

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

ii

x

x

x

x x

-

i
pliluating 'instruction in LEAs

i

.

transferrimg thiS information to
my office mates

It will help with my step7daughter

evaluating spetial education programs

. ..;irk better within my classroob : _
g;

EA

EA x

:,.-

-wori6Oth'supervjsory staff in
.inseice_of regular education
.t,achers in mainstreaming

Mb .

RBS

EA

RA

x x

,

x

x x

x

Te4her Assistant activities

OTALS!

SEA's
LEA's
Other

J

2'
2

3

1::

2

3

1

1

5

1

L



QUESTIONS 6-10: Please indicate the extent to which gdu agree with the
following statements by circling the appropriate response.
(SA=strongly agree; A=agree; N=neutral; D =disagree;
SDa.strongly disagree.)

The conference was well-organized.
The materials presented at the conrerence were practical.
The format of the conference racilitated
I would like a follow-up conference_in my_state.
The resource people. were knowledgeable and presented useful
information.

In this series of forced-choice questions based on a five-point

rating scale; there were no significant differences among SEA; LEA;°and

Other responses; they were overwhelmingly in the "strongly agree" and

"agree" categories, Two. SEA representatives marked "neutral" on materials

being practical. One added the explanation that this was because the

respondent was not responsible for inservice training; but Mat the

conference would be practical for teachers The same resprident was

neutral:_cn the issue of a follow-up conference; presumably for the

same reason. The _HEW representative did not respond (N/R) to the same

question about the follow-up conference and the Lab representatiVe

indicated that the question was not applicablef(N/A). Table 5 summarizes

participant responses.

;Table 5

STATEMENTS ABOOT.CONFERENCE (SA/A/-0/0/S0)

_ well
organized

practical
materials

format for
learning

FOP
Conf.

resource people
qualifications

SA 13 11 10 10 13

A 3-. 3 6 2 3

N 2 2

9

SD

s/R

1

:._,.,

TOTALS 16 16 16 1 16 16

G9



Table 4

RANK ORDERING OF STRATEGIES

f3

STRATEGY

RANKING
..,_

PARTICIPATION

(1)

DISCUSSION

(2)
DEMONSTRATION

(3)

ROLE

PLAY
(4)

VISUALS

(5)

SIMULATION

(6)

LECTURE

(7)-

RESOURCE
REVIEW

(8)

SLIDES/
FILM

(9)

SEA

SEA

SEA

SEA

SEA

Sc-d,

3EA

SEA

SEA

SEA

1

5

1

2

1

6

4

2

6

1

3

4

2

3

4

6

1

4

5

3

9

2

2

3

6

2

5

5

8

2

3

1

6

9

7

4

5

3

7

5,
g

7 .1'
6Y-4

/ -
7-?',1 .

.. ,

-'''
.."' 3/

7.

3

.- 3

3

7

1

--
9

2

9

6

8

TOTALS*
r_

25 28 32 34 37 38, 44
..-

49 64

STRATEGY
RANKING PARTICIPATION

(1)

DEMONSTRATION

(2)

ROLE.

PLAY
(3)

SIMULATION

(4)

LECTURE

(4)

VISUALS._

(5)

DISCUSSION

(5)

SLIDES/
FILM

(6)

RESOURtf:
REVIEW.' Ir

(6)

LEA 1 4
5 6 7 1 A

LEA 3 1 8 2 4 7 6 5

LEA 1 3 2 4 9 , 7 5 6 8
TOTALS* 8 12 16 16 . 17 19_ 21 21 j

STRATEGY
RANKING

_-- ..,-
2._MONSTRAT-,N

ROLE
PLAY

, .

DISCUSSION RESOURCE
REVIEW LECTURE SIMULATION VISUALS

.

PARTICIPATION
SLIDES/
FILM

(.1) (2) (3) (4)` (5)
,

(6) (7) (7) (8)
Lab 2

1

HEW 1 3 7 9 5 4 6

Other 7 5 4 1 3 7 R 8 5

TOTALS* 4 6 7 8 12 12 13 14 14

'Oo not include'1-2-3 rating l-etbonses.
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LEAs mentioned:

. Meeting with parents; Tips for inservicing teachers.

. Techniques teachers can use'in classroompractical;

Communicating with Parents; Alfce Ginott's remarks on
Driving Children Sane.

Other mentioned:,

.Parenting activities;Jemphasis on attitudinal change in
teacher.

. Discuion of IEP process; Communication/Parents; Behavior
program; problem management.

. Parenting; Adapting materials/classroom.

In this question participants were also given the opportunity to make other

comments. The comments were overwhelmingly positive at all levels. The

theme of sharing and communicating among_states was repeatedr The comments

are reproduced below verbatim.

SEA comments:

. A workshop combining-people from different states _and in_a
small_group_was ideal; the very best I have attended. The
experience is_sup&for; It is unfortunate; -that thit kind of
organization is expensive and not easy -for State Department
Directors to rationalize expenditures for

I feel that generally the information presented was not
practical for me in that my responsibility is not that of
inservice, training teachers; etc; I do feel that the,infor-
mation presented would be most helpful to classroom teachers,
who are currently teaching;

Meeting the other participants offered much' information sharing:

I have learned quite a bit I will emulate in my work.

: In the model classroom, thing's that were brought out were only
review. We really need more of the "new" things we saw Friday
morning. It was great--we enjoyed it. Thanks for inviting us.

7
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QUESTION 11: What points developed in the conference are most important
to you? Please list them;

All sixteen participants responded to this open-ended question.

SEAs gave two mentions each to classroom techniques, behavior, materials,.

the Ginott tape, and parents. Oneltiintion each was given to handicapped

children; learning centers, interaction and group discussion

of problems. LEAs mentione sTroom techniques, the Ginott tape, and

inservice for teachers once, 'and Mentidned information about parents twice.

The Other 'participants mentioned materials, parents, and communication

twice; behavior; IEP information,-and emphasis,on attitudinal changes in

teachers were mentioned once. Responses are venbatimhbelow.

SEAs mentioned:,

POsitive Classroom Management; Learning Centers through
correct procedures; How to relate with parents:-

Techniques for assistino regular classrOOm teahers in

practical teaching of handicapped children;

Dr. Ginott's Lecture on Parenting; the time the group had
the opportunity to discliss particular-problems was most
hel pful.

y.

Human interaction..

Parent Ideas for Training; Teamwork for IEPs.

Staff was very positive; staff was organized; staff was very
receptive to our personal needs.

Classroom Management; Behavioral Emphasis.

Suggestions on Alice ,inott videotape.

Handling behavior problems; Learning about other sources
to acquire materials.

Presentation strategies; actual material/information to
disseminate:

7?
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LEA comments:

. Thank you for the opportunity of_participating_in a converence
under the direction of such knowledgeable people.

Excellent- opportunity to share concerns; experiences; etc.; with
individuals from different states.

Other comments:

Reference to various "hands-on" materials very valuable.

I personally missed some points made.by speakers because of low
level speaking. Consideration should be given to determining
"do you hear me?"

I found the conference and the presenters informative aswell-
as delightful, Let's keep the communication channels open!

CONCLUSION

In general the participants,,-eSponded enthusiastiIally to the

conference, emphaSizing the high qUalityHof, the presentations; the practi-

calitiof the presentations; and the importance o0Phaving the'opportunity

to share ideas with representatives from other states.

A concrete example of the success of the,conferencexpme in

February 1980 when Special Projects Division was invited to train over

thirty assessment teachers from the Louisiana State Department of Education.

Assessment teachers serve the local parishes in Louisiana; offering

assistance to the classroom teachers in assessing children.and then

interpreting the results for the teachers. The Special Projects training

was thought to be particularly appropriate because it trains trainers in :

presenting information and concepts to teachers.

Two full days of training took place a four topics were
-

covered: Handling Behavior Problems; Communicati g with Children; The Art

of Mainstreaming; and Introducing Materials. Donna Bricker-Derkaci, who

made the presentations; was enthusiastically received by the assessment

teachrs and the-SEA staff who attended.
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APPENDIX A

MATERIALS DISPLAY AND VIEWING



MATERIALS DISPLAY

When you Care for Handicapped Children, a_guide_deVelo4Ped_in
1979 by the Special_ Projects Division of Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory for the Texas Department of Human Resources.

0

Working with Parents of_Handicapped Children, a teacher's guide
develOped in 1976 by the Special Projects DiviSion of Southwest Educational:
Development Laboratory and now published by the Council for Exceptional
Children.

Chili ; eight modules for teachers
developed in 1977 by the Special Projects Division of Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory for the Texas Department of Human Resources. ,Modules

include manual; pamphlets and mediain the form of slide/sound.presentations,
videotapes, or 16mm film.

Educational Rights of Your Handicapped.Child, a pamphlet developed
in 1979 by the Department of Special Education of The Texas Education Agency.

Supplementary Activities. se ."

curriculum developed by Southwest Educational Development Laboratory.
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Filmstrips

3:45Pm
4:45pm

4:00pm

4:15pm

4:30pm

MATERIALS VIEWING

earning Center)

Individualized Educational Program, Guilford.

Preparing for the I.E.P. Meeting: A Workshop_for Parents,
filmstrips_and_tapes produced by the Council fOr
Exceptional Children.

P.L. 94-142 The Education For All Handicapped Children
Act: Implementing Procedural Safraguards, filmstrips and
audiotapes produced by. the Council for Exceptional Children.

Individualized Education Programs; filmstrips and audiotapes
produced by the Foundation for Exceptional Children.

Slides (Conference Room)

3:45pm
4:30pm

4:00pm
4:45pm

4:15pm

Video (Lounge)

3:45pm
4:15prn..

",Individualized Astessment in Special Educatidn," prepared by

the National Association for State Directors.:of Special
Education.

"Intent of the I.E.P.;".prepared by the National Association.

for State Directors of Special Education.

"School/Home Observation Checklist,_" from ad16.01ILEel
Observation_and Referral System _(SHORS), developed by
Special _Projects_Division of 'SEDL and published
by CTB/McGraw Hill.

"Emergency Child Aid;" from_the Child Health .and_SafetY Series,
developed in 1977 by Special Projects Division of _

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory. Series consists
of eight modules containing manual, pamphlets and either slide/
sound presentations, videotape, or film.
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I know abo4t and would share my infdrmation about:

Li Music (I play the

n Art (I paint, etc.

House plants

Vegetable gardening

71 Art

7 Carpentry

Cars

Animals

7 Boating

Astronomy

Photography

n
n

Farming

Rocks and minerals

J

El 'Stamps

Sports (which)

) Other

I can supply small amounts of the following scrap materials:

7 Wood

f-1 Paper

n Egg .Cartons

,
'FabrI ic scraps

Cans

Magazines

Nails; screws; etc;

n Other
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ABOUT PARENTS
% ft

(Each parent./'should complete this form)

Please check or fill in where appropriate.

Name:

Address:

Home phone:

Work address:

Work phone:

1--
I work full time:but could he.L
the:year for- an hour or two.

The best time to visit

three or four times during

4

child's classroom would he:

Day of week

I would be interested in coming into the classroom to:

Supervise chilfiren in learfiing centers

EjObserve

Make teaching materials

Telling/rea'ding stories

0 Accompany chr/dren on field trips

I canndt come to the classroom but I can make phone calls
from home ; bake for parties ; or

0 My Work might be interesting for chic ren to, hear about
and I think the children might learn (from My work)
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iNlryium'PROCE04.1RAL SAFE6UARbS*

Tie safeguards are guaranteed to hancicapped cnlicitn and their families by Public 1..3W 94-142, The
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 197, and Section 504 of PuOlic Law 93-112, The
Vocational Rehabilitation At of 1973.

1. Parents must 'receive written notification before'schools may conduct epetial testing -and other
evaluations of their children.

2. Parents must receive written notification of-any initiation or refusal to initiatea change in educe=
tional placement of a handicapped child:

3. Parents must have the opportunity to present their views cpgarding the identification, evaluation,
placement or the provision of a free appropriate education to their .

4. .parents must have the opportunity to presentinformatiOn from an independent educational evalu-
. ation of their ehild.6,,

5. Parents mustimve access to all relevant school records of their child.
6: Parents must have the right to, or schools may initiate, an impartial due process hearing to resolve

differ \r s that could not be resolved informally. In conducting such a haring, parents mutt.
ia. recei e timely and specific nOticoi the hearing;

b. have he right to be accompanied and :.advised by counsel and/or by individuals with sp. ecial
knowledge, or training with respect to the problems of handicapped children;

c: confront, Crde8=exartiine and compel'the attelan'Oe of witnesses;
d. Preterit evidence relevent.to the de:;;;,.-:-..k.. r
e. obtain written or electroriiwarlia AO' V )7 ig I. (''', ;=%.

e hearing and obtain written findings of facts
and decisions. 7 , ,,,,. t.

6:.
h.7. The hearing is to be conducted Y.4 1

art .1 hearing officer who is not an employee Of the
school system involved. - t

3. The decision of the hearing is binding on all parties pending appeal,
9: Either party, hart the right io appeal the findings and decision of the hearing-td.the state.

10. During the above prodess the child shall remain in the original program or any other program to
which both parties cah 'agree.

11. At any step along the way either party may take.the matter to court.

The CounClrfer Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
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.41,4AI6,_zAFtgif AND VOLUNTEERS CAN PART,i-CIPTE'

Ft.

ng

Making' Arne tags ftit'VOlunteers and children.'

Making teachinkaid8, flannel board stories; puppets

Rotating exhibits on the science table.

Repairingtamallitoys.

Taking charge Of one bulletin oard.

Volunteer coordinator.

Keeping one cupboard in ord

Keep a Vegetable or flower garden at school;

Librarian - Keep room supplied with theme bOOkS.

Keeping clasPssupplied with:. wood 'and nails.

Babysitting exchange.

Telephoning.

Record keeping.

Making and running dittos.

Wash dressuvcloihn, paiat sm'ocks, etc.

Chaperoning field trips.

Keep art supplies in order.

Collecting straps for att. ptajanta.

Cutting and mounting magazine, pictures.

Parent bulletin board.

Teaching Activities.

Working-with indiVidUal children.

Re -ceding stories.

Supervise learning center or assist tea, ler -as:

Art_
Cooking

Language games
Singing

Musical. instrument.';
Outdoor activities
Playing ball 114

Science
ff

Woodworking
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From'ilinth_Ammual Gallup Poll of the public's Attitudes Toward the. Public
EohooLsoy Cieorge Gallup. One free copy,js:_.available from: 10tA, Charles
7fiTeTing Foundation, Box 446, Melbourne; 1-, riA4,32901,

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPRaING COMMUNITY RELATIONS

It is generally agreed that education in the local public schools can be
achieved best when parents; the community; and the schools all work together.
The question arises as to haw to get these three groups to work together in the
best interests of the schools.

To see what thoughts the public, including parents, has to Offer; the
following open question was included in the survey:

What suggestions would you make to get parents, the community;
and the school to work together to improve education in the
local public schools?

Survey respondents had manySuggestions; Which can to summarized asfolTbws:

1. Better communication._ The local community cannot-be expected to take a
keen interest in the SthObltjf people know little abut/them. The media should
carrytuch more school news, especially news about the achievements of students
and'the schools; the means being taken to deal with school problems and new
developments in education; Media research has shown thalt there is far greater
interest in schools and in education than most journalists think.. At the same
time; the schools should not rely'solely on the major media. UW$letters are
important to convey information that the media cannot be expected to report.

2, . More conferenrec, Many of those included in the survey recommend,thet
more conferences about the progress and problems of students be held with parents
-- both father and mother.. Special monthly parent meetings and workshoOs are also
sugaested as a way to bring teachers, administrators, and parents together. simie_y.

respondents also recommend courses for parents and special lectures. PTA meetings;
some suggest; could be more useful to parents if school problems and educational
developtents were given more attention.

3. Invite volunteers. Some respondents suggest that, if more membersOf the
community could serve in a volunteer. .capacity in the classrooms_and elsewhere in -

the school; they would further better community understanding of the problems
faced by the schools. In addition, their involvement in schoql Operations would
increase their own interest in educational improvement at the-local level.

4,_ P1-an special occasions. Interest in the schOols and in education could
be improved, some suggest, -by inviting tetbert ,of the community -- both those who
have children in the.SChools and those who do not -- to attend meetings; lectures,.
and social events_in:the school buildings. As noted in another section of this
survey report, only one person in three across the nation attended a lecture,
meeting, or social occasion in a school building during the last year:: In T969;
when the same question was asked;-_a slightly higher proportion said they had
attended a lecture; meeting; or social occasion in a school building.

_Private'schools., and virtually all colleges and universities:plan many
occasions to bring their alumni, back to their campuses in order to keep them
interested in the schOol. The public schools could adopt the same policy to
their advantage, inviting not only alumni to at-end such events but members of
the community who have attende'd sehools in other areas
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Dear (parent's name)

Introductory Letter:

Starting today; your child will come home wearing a "Love Tag"

each day. The'tag will suggest something for_you to do with
him or something he would tell you if he could put it into words.,

Love Tags may suggest "give me two kisses today" or perhapS
"you are my first and mast important teacher." Tags will be

sent with your child each weekday through the end of the regular

SehtiC1 year.

Today; or one day soon; we will provide a_container in which you

and your 'child can save the Love Tags at home. _You may want to

save the tag for father or grandmother to use With the child., Or

yed.may want to save most of the tags to use again - one a day -

during summer vacation; You might also wish to let your child

choose one from the container on Saturday and Sunday.

Very few_of_.the Love Tags will be inappropiate for yqur child but,-

it you think one is, change it to make it right for him or her.

Also; there,may be a few days when you don't h:- :he time; save

tha Tag for ;the next day. Preparing these Love j,,s has been fun

for me 7 I hope you enjoy them too.
--

Sincerely;

Querido padres:

Comenzando ha -u nine o nina ira a casa llevandd tin "Hetrete

Amor" cede dia. Cada herrete trae algo supriendo pare usted que'
puede hacer con el o elle o algo que el nino o_1a nina quiera
decir Pero no puede ponerlo_en pelabras. Los "Herretes _de AMOr"
_traen lago sugeriendo come "dame dos besos hoy" o quizaS "usted

es TIIA primera y mas impoltante taestra." Los "iierretes'de Amor"
seran repe-tidos cede dia de la semana haste el fin del.ano

eaCtilat.

lioy'c"Incliapronto,-stillinc"rlitia-llevaratirib°t"-are-sti case
para conservAr los "Herretes de Amor" en el hogar; .Quisgs pueden
altar los herretes_para;que up dia abuelita o abuelito puedan

usarlos con los '_Quisas quieran alzarlos para uSlrlds_una

segunda vez-uno al dia-duranto el_verano. ambien quiSaS quiera
,escojer un herrete cada sabado b domingo.

MU;pdtbs de los "Herretes d.Amor" seran inapropiados para su
nino a nina, perp si usted cree que uno es;_ cambie el herrete.

TAmbien una; dies no tertdra el tiempo; .conserve el herrete para

otro dia. Proparandoestos "Herretes de Amor" fue en placer

pare mi. Espuro.que les gusten usarlos..-

Sinceramento;
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LOVE TAGS

Love Tags were_developed_as a part of the Parent Education: raihing Project of
the Educational Personnel Development Consortium-D (P.O. BOx71300; RithardSbni
Texas 75080), Dr; Angie Rose, Project Facilitator. The following info_ wibn
has been_ summarized from the manual, Love Tags: Parentins-Tips for Par 7k of
Preschoolers. For more information about the project or purchase of the complete
manual; contact Dr; Angie Rose, Parent_ Coordinator; Dallas Independent Sthool
Dittrict; Telephone Number: 214/428;3804.

LOVE TAGSAre like gift tag. Each one:gives a shbrt; positive parenting tip.
The tags 3ntlUde many feelings the child_might suggest if he were able to eXpreSS.
himself. The Love Tags also suggest activities to help the child's development.
in emotional; intellectual, physical, social; and self -help areas. Some tags are
written to strengthen theself=concept of the parent(s).

Tell_Parents_About Lo4JagS. Meet with_parents_to tell them about ibve Tags;
Or; you can -write a letter to_parents. An example of the letter used in the
Parent Education Training project is attached. It is written in a,casual, non:-
threatening_style. The letter dbes not suggest that the parent must do Something;
but leaves the use of Love Tags to the parent. The letter should not assume a
two-parent home. You may want to rewrite the letter in your. own words or -H
Spanish.

The_letter mentions "a_container in which you and your child can save :he Love
Tags." A one=pour -offee can with a Love Tag-si sli,t cut :into the Mastic
lid was provided --.h:thjld in the PET Proje This container was usually_.
used by the:chiL 2 the Love Tags. Many p s. noted that "we saVed mosti)

of the Love Tags. important to provide- way,for the Love -ags to
be saved for another day;

.,,

Give_the Children, Love Tag.': Write the same Love Tag for child in ybL
group on construction paper or 'file cards. parep ngt'ip as if
child were talking to the parent: A yarn loopon the tag can be quickly hooked

button. or around the child's arm as the child leaves the center:.

Give each child in the group the same tag. Tell the children, "Today yow,r,Love
=;=-1Iag says; 'I have two kisses for you today'".

Love Tags can .;4.-.se* home with the child-each day or two or three times a'week.
Love, Tag5 may be us-r?d on special occasionsior to announce special events;.

Lo ve_Tag'Variations. YoiLcan. also send special messages home For example;
?'Remember,, we're going to thoo tomorrow;" to remind parents and children
abou events.* You can-use Love Tags tor_ nd a-special message home
abo child._ F6r example; "Jani -said 'baby' very clearly today.."
Parents can alsoi'iiSe-Llove Tags to send mesSalte about he child to the teacher

vanish Version. The Parent Education Traipi yroject was operative in northeast'
Texas Whei-0 some.f the thiildren have Spanis -speaking.parenti. The original Love

Were_trahS'lated into Spanish, by a P.E.T. team member; Miss Francisca Guajardo
o th-a_Dallat Independent_ School. District. The SoanNh Love Tags-are given in

same,

E. The:text; although not always translAted literally; presents the
saMe tOncepts as e EnOish Love Tags. .
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IV _Soci'al Development

1'. Invite on f my friends to my:house this weekend.
2. Help me make a special surprise;for daddy or grandfather today.
3. Let meAress-u04n your old clothes today:Aii'
4. Let's have a_"tea party" today;

1 5. Ask-me what-I did at school today.
6. Fi5:_a place - a box or a shelf - for my "special treasures" today.
7. ill me what you did today.
8. Show me a picture of you as a baby.
9. Let me help you set the table today.

TD. Spend some time with just me today.
11: Tell me I'.am special'today. 4
12. Let's draw a picture of me today.

Let me tell you something that made me unhappy today..
14. 'Tell me something I'did well today.

V. Physical Development/Self-HelpAttiVitiet

1. Play catch with me for a few minutes today;
2. Help me brush my teetfritoday.
3.. Skip with me-tOday.
4. Let's walk-inAhe neighborhood today.
5. :Watch me run fast today. _

6. May_chase or -hide cilid seek with me today.
7. Ta0i me :to blow my nose 'today. rik

8. ',..PraiSe_mewhen I remember to flush the toilet tody.
9. Walk withme to school or to my bus stop.

Let'S dtigxercises" together today:
Get me to bed early enough_tonightsoA'T1 be happYto get up.
ShoW me how. much I've grown by letting mttry on a piece of last Yea "s

-clothes.
13. Let 'rile play outside today.

14;''' Get me a big cardboard box today and show me how to get' "in", "under",
"behind". and "on" it. ,

15 -tv 6CheCk to see if: am eating the right foods.

VI.- f'iltIConcept

Let me try it by- myself today.
Give a hug t.Aday.

3. Praise me tptay.
4. Tell .me that you love me today.
5,. Tell me something A4,,-like abOUt me today.
6. Tell me how Mm- special

'7. Let me be'myself today..
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MASTER LIST: LDVE TAGS

Improved self-image for parent

1. I have two kisses for you today.
2. I love you most of all.
3. Let me give you a big hug today.
4. I want to be like you: _

5; I like -it when I can help you
6; Yoy are my first and most_important.teacher;..
7: it When you turn off the TV and read to me.
8; Ilike it_when you listen to just me.
9. Today tell me about when you were little.

II. Language/Cognitive Development

T. Teach me a new word,today
2. :reach me the namesdf the '''foods we .will eat tonight.
3. ShOw me some big,_dittures in a magazine today.

Encourage_ me to ask' for things, in words today.
Read me a story today.

6. .Sing a song with me today.
you a story today.

j*spmething2red today.
ft me my whole-name today.

Mme Your whole name today.
1 ' Teltme_my address today.
12; Let's count blue cariNhen we ive today;
13; Let me drawa pictureJtodayiand tape it on, the wall G

Show le thrqe_thingsthat are round today;
Playa game with me today

EII; Affective /'Emotional D6e14ment

1. Tell me that yOu love me today;
.2. Rub my back at,- bedtime tonight:
3. Sit down -and listen and talk tome for five minutes today,
4. Answet' all my_questions today
5. Tell me when it's "alm6st" time for bed tonight ;sb,I can t ready.
6. 1-e11.-me I look nice today; _=

Love me just theway I am- today.
e. 'Help me tell you about what made me angry witenTI,aM

L9. Praise me when I do something good and try td-OVeri-cdk SOMethiffg bad;
10f. Show ye the color dfmy eyes and hair td00.:

Be .p.itient with-me today - I have much to learn.
2. Today ask me what I Want to be when I vow-uo.

13; Show,me a picture df me when I was a baby.
14; Try_to understated -how it feelS.tO be little
15; Help me put my gio,dand;bad feelihgt into words..,

41).

''From: 'Lave Tags: Parenting_Ti-ps for Parents of Presc..h
Parent Education Training Project EdbCational P&sotonel opment Consortium
Developed pursuant to a grant fundOd by tine tom; Off; of Education (Speti61
Programs)
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47. Dejeme ser m. mismo hoy.
,-

48. Digame de usted de cuand0 era pequena.
..,

49. Ensenem& tres coSasrojos hoy.

51. Enseneme u -,fotografia .4eusteclif ando,era nene.
50; Digame que- veo bien_hov.4 i

,,,e_ ____
52. Juege cazar o jtego de.:eScondite con pig° hoy.

-.

53. Ensencme-todo mi nombre hoy.
54. Quiereme asif,como soy hoy.
55. Deme una preferencia'entre dos comidas cuando "salemos a comer."

56. Sea un "cabalio" y dejeme montarlo hoy.
57. .4Igame todo su nombre hoy.

4S--- e-a:decirllo que,me,hae enojado cuando estoy enojado.

,-..
59, ayddarlea poriefv-la meza boy.

:60 eMe a. sonarme mi4r..iztioy;
61...LleVertie especialmehte a la bitIlioteca; al jardin zookOgico o al pargue este

fin-.d e seMana.'
*

62.: .Alabremeandb hago algo lien y troFe de tolerar lo. mai°.

.6.3.... Pase tiemPo noma;con migo hdy. .

t4; AlapremeiCuand° recueido SOltat el agua del escusado.
65:;, Vamos a p.impiar mis 6i'doS boy.

,-. 66; Yams_ a contar todos los automoviles azules_hoycuando vamos'de paseo.___

67. Enseneme los colOres de mis ojos y de.mi pelo cuandb themiro en el espejo
t '.

hoy.:
r:

4
68. Vamos a dibujat un cuadro de mi hoy. _

Ande con migo cuando voya la escuele 0. haste el alto del camiorL

la manana.
k2-
0
70.

AO'
D jeme jugar afuera_hoy. ) .,,,. (

71. egalMe elgo especial por mi. buena esta_semana.

72. DejemeAiecirle algo qu'O.:no-mo agrada htiST

7i..; Vamos:' pacer eiercicio loA,do juntos hoy. ;,i

74-. lEttoy creciendo rapida=fijeCe si nii_zaParos.todav/ame quedan.

75. Sea paciente con migo hoy-tengo mucho mas que aprender., '

:76. Digame, de algd que hice bien hoy.

7. Pongame en cama temprano hay por la ndehe Para que nO este cansado en
- -

la Mariana.' 1

78: Dejethe aytjarle a cocer unas galletas en el htirnipara tenet- algo para

comer y oler. : _ _- __

79 Pr-r.guntethe to -00e es 10 que quiero ser cuando cresca.
,-

8 !emecofia.repartit hoy repartiendo un duIce con migo.
__ __ __

_me lavarthe laS tiandSy migajar una zanahoriapara comer: hoy.
,.

,-;_e un juego con migo boy. - .;

8.: .-seTeme un retrato de mi cuando -era un bebe;

84 Eseneme a contegtar nuestro telefono hoy,.

85. Deme de omer un.buen ,almuer±-0 en laanana.' ,.

86. ;Ttatede cOmprender comp hiente cuando uno' es queno.

87. EASeneme tree" cosas que Obil red-cindAS hqy.
--..;

88. EnSeheMe lut2 7,-Into cre'ci haciendod traar la ropa ue use el ano

9. Aym.d.: a pener.misbuves-y malos sentimientos en palabras.

90._ mos a dibufar un cuadro ho.y y.ponerlo en la pared.
,.

': ,i_a:noS a 'terser to hoy.
._,

2- :ljece.si estoy ccipittb las -(:::aas mejore

3. -Dtgame la ,:l!reccion de la -case 'cloy;

le

-',-T.
-- 94: Comprethe un espejo 06-guano para mi ov

95: atgaine quelene.quiere ho. ,A -, 4-A4-
96 , Fijese quqdr.so)''' come-Minik" omidas vera

97. -Cante uno lencioin on migo
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Herretes de Arn_r
4

1. Tengo,dos besos para usted hoy.
2. Enseneme una nuova palabra hoy.
3. Digame hoy que me qUierd.
4. Invite uno-de mis amigos a mi :case este fin de semana.
5; ddege pelota ton migo por unos quantos minutoS hoy.
6. Dejeme tratarlo solo hoy.
7. Te quidrO Ma's que nadie.

i
8. Digathe hoy ei numero de nuestro telefon0-;
9. SON/erne mi espalda esta noche. %

10. 'Ayudeme hacer alga especial pard Papa o mi Abuelo hoy.
11. kyudeme a cepillar mis diehteS hay.
12: Demean abrazo hoy.
13; Enseneme los nombres de las comidas que comeremos estanoche.
,I4'. Dejeme darle un-gran abrazo hoy.
15. Sientvey eSdUcheme y hable con migo porcincominutospy. i

16. DejemeirMe en su ropa_viej4 hay.
17; Necesito t(na cite con el medico?
18. Alabreme hay.
19. QuAero ser como Usted (

_ i20. EnCaneme unos retrato grandes se tit revistarhoy. '
N

21, Conteseeme 'tadas mis preguntas hoy. _I 4
. ,

22. Dame unacaja grande de carton hoy, dpSdheme cbmo "meterme dentroi II como
"ponerme debajo, como "poorthe detras," y coma "ponerthearflba" dal.a 6.4i4

23. Necesito una C.ite_teiti el dentista?
24; 4e agradat0t1Landa le ayudo a_usted.

°"-25';'Animeme a. pedir cosas en palabras boy.
26 A l gunas veces no me Sienta bien-ayudeme eDienhoy.
27:100pregunteme lb que hice en la esoup-m .118y.
28. J:)itip. un bance espumahoy.: ,.

29. Dig40 argOgile le,agradadelai hoy_ _
30. USted es mi'prirnera y mas importante maeStra. 4
31. Lleme una historia, hoy.
32. Dejem&representarMi edad hoy; : .---,1

33; Pongd vario,de MI ropa fuera en la rnahana y dé escojer to que me
quiero poner.. ..

-

34; i Salte con migolhoy; : -'f ,,,,,,.
35; Tome una fatograna de mi hoy
36;-, Me agradaicuanda sierra la television,y me
37. Cante una Cancion con migo hoy. .

/ (
38. 'EnSe?.Cerne que me quiere.ayddando edecer .

_

39. Prepare un ldger-una caja o un apa,apeI-para mis teso_as es*iaIes.11
.e

4a. Vamos a dat;Anpasec r. 1a vecindad.:
4. Me agrada OUan me atiende nomas .a mi.

..-Dejeme d1-1p- historiz%hoy; .,-T -

44: cuaDfgame Iasi cerca de la haraL
..., ;,' datiar:para grepararme.

----, ,

i4;$ .' Digame que l -' kaza boy Per el dia.
,,

46... Mireve correr rapido hay. . ,-i-,



THE INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (IEP)

The individualized education program is the management tool which specifies the Child's unique
educational needs, annual goals for the child; the services allocated to achieve the deSired results
and how the effectiveness of the program will be determined.

The Pederarrequirements as set forth in P.L 94=142 fOr thiS child management tool may be divided
into two parts:

1. Thoseiequired to be present at a meeting diitihg which the IEP is developed:
,

A representative of the local education agency or intermediate educational unit who is quali-
fied to provide or supervise the prgvision of speciateciU9atio.n.
The teacher or teachers of the child. ,

The parents or guardian.
Whenever appropriate, the child.

4. The specific content we mentS of an individualized education 'prc3grarn:

A statement of the child's present level of edutaticinal performance.
A statement of annual goals, including Short term instructional objectives.
A statement of the specific edbcational services to'be provided.

Section 602(19)

AThe extent to which the child will be able to participate in regular education programs.
The projected date for initiation and antiGipated duration of such services.* . ;

p Appropriate pbjective criteria, evaluation procedures, and schedules for detgrfrrininij, .least an annual basiS), whether instructional objectives are being achieved.

Setfion 60\
. AIf a child haS a unique educational need that requires specially designed instruction; aeducation program as defined in P., L4-1,4...-.142 must be d*ielo ed to link the child with

needed special_education and relar Sei-O-ces. .d
As a firyip*Rit:, each state educatin agency -.-*.s` t-insurlb that special education r related ser-!ces
will be prOVided to all handicapped children i cdpldrrriariC with an individuali d education programi\xregardless of 'what institution oragency dir ctlyt videS t services to the child. Primary re ' i
bilit - for carrying out the indiVidlialit0 educatron ogram r rements of P.L. 94142 res th
each ,ocal eciciatiOn agency who may in turn responsibleresponsible for fu r coordination with institutions

,end education services tciandica childr,en.4 n \

the approreiate____;,<

The Council for Oxceptional
1920 AssociatiCin Drive
Retton;Virgi :22011

=4,
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.
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIONAL ROGRAM
MAST'EF1 4: VVritInglnstructional Objeetivis

Objective: atter completing the activities an these pages the participant will be able to formulate four out of
five beha0oral objectives for a child in his/her classroom.

4A

A tall order? Perhaps. Let's examine the components of an objective.

=Why What is the intent? Why do we choose this particular activity for training?

What What is the content? What do we want the learner to do? What k d,of behavior do we want to
observe?

How Learningiiikle. How can we present the task so that the learner ill be able to achieve success?

When When will we know that learning has occurred?

Which phrase tells us more about the intent of the behavioral oh ective?

) I . ACtlie end of this activity; Luis will be able....

.2. After working on the lariguage'rnaster with five common noun

Right you are, 2. The language master will help strengthen Luis' articulation and expression skills: it is
also keyed to his le sing style:

Which phrase tells how we can determine what Luis has learned?

1. Luis will articulate the five nouns....

2. .Luis will knoW the five nouns.
. .

Ni4ight you are again, item I. Articulation is observable behavior..

"`:Which phrase tells how to measure whether4earhing has occurred?

I. Luis will be able to articulate upon request tour out of the five nouns

2. Luis will e nouns frequently. 4t--

Right again, ite . We cannot measure the word "frequently." Although We want46,410wThat our train:
ing has resul uent application, four out of five times is an observation Wchictcanbejngasured. '
Now let's p9S- havioral objecbve togetheri=

1. After workihg an the languagesMasterwith
out of fiveitouns,

.--

Well and goodi,,but what happens if Luis
Ne this objective?

e might Want L\ is to point; rather\f---
3. If LuiS' strengths ere in the motpric .tr.

7"

ptiis will be able tolarticulate -upon request fou

nal learn how learning style: HcSw7ziotild we the

Copyright 1978 Cal Indusries, Inc.



Yes No

VI. word

VII.

.6. Does he associate what he rgads_with
his own. experience?

AnalytiS

1. Does he
.2. Does he
3. Does he
4. Does he
5-. Does he
6., DoeS he
7. Does he

use context 'clues?
make Use ,of picture clues?
use structural analysis?
use_cohfigutt..n clues?
apply phonet,
sense'syllab
guess at: wor

PhYbsical Aspects of Reading

1. How many fiiatiohs does he make' per
line?

2. Does he halie an accurate return sweep
movement?

3. Does he point as h reads?
4. Does he move his h ad?
5 Are there any her bodily Movements?
6. Does he move his lips?
7.* Are there any indications of inner

vocalization?
8. Z5 thepczature good?
9. Is the book held about 16 incttS from'

the eyes?
10. Does he hold t e boot at the'r.ght

angle el

VIII. Mechanical' Aspeotl of Reading
- 4 . ..i

,, -
1. Is he a word-by-word reader?
2. Does he :Inks. substitutions?
3'. DoeS he gla1,56 omissions? .

-----. 4. Does he niispronounce wor
5. Doe-s-lie havk4revers:ls
6-.. DoelS\h r')Wdit w d 2
7. Does ke regressiaha.

c-------'-/77-
cao nc entkation

-e

Is he?:Able cone
dis

' _

cues He show- exp=e = obis;nhis' face while

her room .

;.paeu
din

4. Ines )'iilaCk-ihtqest?.
S _poe he have Iwori Olt
,6 . Does ha'Ve p1 for workii:'__ *
'-it-Je'Doe-sI,_ -.;, lack erseverance?

1-f

..(-: AP_
,

6



orm 7ZT Teacher's Diagn_o_s_tic

Name of child
Teacher

C.a. R.A. "Trade

I. libading Attitude
4es No

1. Does the child With&-aw -From readin-''
3.

rl

2, Does he seem to'have an ;nict',:na-
disturbance?

3;

5.

Does he appear attentive?
DOes he enjoy adinq?
Does he projec &1f into reacTh

/ior Status
st\

1. Does he show Self----control?
2. Is he overly sensitive?
3; .Are:his Sd-C1 1, adjustments

factory?
Are tihre ..ears or teriSiOn4

5. IDOeshe see recciittiori and: reactioh-
ftCm otheis

'6. IS he timi or shy?
7. Is he coop rative?
8. Is aggr sive?

III'. .4-eartiAg Status

" L_ :-:-

1; Does he gran liceas readily
- 2. DoeS he have`a god 'cuemory span?

3. -DOeS he have the= ter `for
'

., ViSuAli4ation? .1- e-,
4. :Can he f011o4 dire ions?
5-. Is -h z d -dro-eS he:sliodvq;

_
i/e? -' ,, 4 114;;,,-,

. /
. PerCerAi n

_ JP

eifsidn
\

I-- Does h:e understand?Vat9g,14.%
4:; 11,- remem'oex what he rea
3. Does he have the abiIity.to mak

juagmet±?
. - _

_

4, Is he ab/4-tb:sdraW concIusitonS
5 : r E)-CeS' he organie what he-rea-

,

\__,,

1° -. - ,_-.J.t.:_ of - .::::e Individualized Education_LI?2-.orrttat t A =''e-ac'her'sleiti

/
Dcps4-5e-h06
Does he have
atit/3: ls

goel vial°
eiti,sfa

1r-

u,

r
developed by air.'tily J. c:.-a_ndairi. and Y.:id-East Pavitorle.r soup ^e Center
pia occoezatiOn- with the 7.,Pxoeip.t...ionil. Progi-ams D rs inn.

107 )



Reading Rate
Yes_ NO

1. Does he read falteringly when h
reads %loud?

2. .,---acY6s he read at an average rate in
silent reading.

Teachers Summarization

1. Test given and date

AChievement; Intelligence; ViStal and Auc tory
Hand and -Eye Dominapce
1nterpretation of Test scores

2; Diagnosis

3. Amelioration

4. Prognosie

761.A14.1
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OUTLINE_ FOR COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION

NAME OF CHILD:
DATE OF BIRTH:
AGE:

I. REASON FOR REFERRAL

II. BEHAVIOR IN TESTING.SITUATION

`III; TESTS ADMINISTERED

IV; TEST FINDINGS AND RESULTS

V; LEARN*G STRENGTHS' AND WEAKNESSES
,

VI; SUMMARY-
.'1,

VII; :RECOMMENDATIONS;

VIII, SPECIFIC'EDUCATIONAL RECO NDATIONS(Instructiona1
. _

"strategies,
'S.4g4ested
ma.4eri S)

)*

mplementa on bf the Individualized Education-Program: A TeAchert
develoOeci by Emily 1. Crandall 'and the Mid-East Regiorra-r-Resouc Center

cooperation .with the Exceptional ChiLdren/SpeAal Programt,Diviion.

111 95
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INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM flEPI: COMP RENSIVE PLAN

scriooL Baldwin

ANL " _ DATE OF BIRTH 9-1° i°

S N I SEIIDY TEAM Mrs Jones, reJA her,i.T A rep,lefe00(0,

MEMIIEfiS PRESENT Mrs Cu., CIJISI0001 Teach."'

Much 16 19/1DATE _

GRADE I

Mt. IL Mis At, Parents ' ..

1-- ________ . ___ ___. .

PliP`ANTI-tvklN L) S TODT N I Pt III ORMANCE C.M. has poor gross 010/01 Hills, CM has pour 1001100101 SA1113,1'.44,_11,s__slow_c_00-yuty-41,411s,C AL has dirtwulty C.A./ /01 /,77,,olt
C sOy Imenmy,t141 pay,ny Ate, llllll m i.ati c

PHIOtis 111/0 I UN), IEHM 1,0,111

.

7:M .1-////1.1/7/..i/ 71V(I/111/1ft:iloilg JI1(1
..50,,,I.oy 11,11s by tarrying vol ...1
cOmor/with/(JIA a

yf

C M 91.c// de(000S(.1.1le ',Wife/ hr c Motu,
1101 Jild 1:001l1,0J00.0 as iUtlyed

. , -,_,
by the qualts,t olli.'w p7111ted leitels

...

1I'LCIAl- 1-/04:AT ION 011
FILL/111D SERVICE ARE-A

IL AM MEMLIEH
HE SEONSIBEE

.
l'ElicENT

TOIAL
11M-F--

:

17%

/

17%

.`,.

1'11011GEED
STARTING

DA LE

3-21-77

3-21-77

.

PfIDJI_GILL)
ENDING
DA1E

lit-QOMM DA I ION S
1011 IMP' EMENTAI ION.. _

Scup watch 101 fimmy
.

9

irPlasocpenol holder
''''Ptactice Worksheets -

;--- .

Y

1 VALUA 110N C11111141A

-_

Placement Ito PH Regular Day
. CSess Program

PlaCeMint st, PH Regular Day
Cla.$1, 7.., .'4

...,--"'.7

': :.*J'

0

Mrs. Jones,
LH Teacher

.

Mrs. Jones
LH Teacher

.:i

s

12-16.77

12 16 77

_

C M will ;It docl dltrin.1 (0
a task lnAI0 minuses

.

- .
...-4
..,;i

C U. will Ire able (o pleat
di grad e level per 1 edcher 's

---,
lUdgertIt.'n( ailab,oldwOfoily.
standards -

..i.

4

11Al 1'1 /K ANT Di P110(.11AM I 1ME IN 111001. EDITA DON 83%

),NA I (OIL UI AIINOVAL BY PAIN NI OH I.,IJAHlilAN

LUNG TElik11-'l AN VALLDAIION DATE 7Q127/11

CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 147, Hollister, CA. 95023-



THE INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM all: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

NAME --44 SCHOOL -Baldwin
.

DATE March 16, 1977 -_

AGE " DATE OF BIRTH 9-1070 GRADE i
.. ' ..

STUDENT STUDY TEAM Mr I. JOI)VS

MEMBERS PRESENT: MIS. COX

All & MIS At-

LONG TERM GOAL FROM ---------

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: CM. will manifest better Bite" and attending skills by carrying out 3 commands /tasks

TEAM MEMBER RESPONSIBLE Mrs. '1""m Mrs. C"'

SHORT 1 EOM OBJECTIVES
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

AND TECHNIQUES.

FIE-SOURCES AND
MATEHIALS FOH

IMPLEMENTATION

PROJECTED
STAR TING

DATE

PROJECTED
E N TANG
DATE

EVALUATION CRITERIA
UATE

EVALUATED

Given 3 illat4 commands or task t, C. M. will be
able to carry them out III a given order

..

.

Ask him to repeat orally two
commands, then carry them out in
proPer liquefies

Carryout two simple related tasks/ ,,
commands in order

Carry out three simple related tasks/
commands in order

Use positive reinforcement contingent
upon specific stepi in accomplishing
objective

Fist. lust week and, intermittently
thereafter, the PH aide will have him
repeat all assignments orally before
starting

. .

.

.

h

PH aide
itarwell-Loft
series "Following._ ____

Directions"

.

7

121-17

.

12-16-71 C.M. will carry out in order
three related commands

-

CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 147; Hollister, CA. 95023
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Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701

5I2 476-6861
POSITIVE COMMUNICATION

Change these negative statements (what not to do) into positive

statements (what to d )-

Neg. Don't slam the door.

Pos.

Neg. Don't make so much noise.

PoS.

Neg.' .That's not how you use the pencil sharpener.

POS.

Neg; Don't make so much noise with your chair.

Pods;

Neg; ,Don't yell! or Stop yelling!

Pos..

Neg. Don't leave a mess.

Pos.

Neg; Stop fighting over those crayons.

Pos.

(-

Neg. :Don't spill your milk.

Pos.

Neg. Don't wet your pants.

Pos.

Neg; Look at how sloppy you have left those blOcks--what's the matter with yoU?

Pos.

117

98

(SEDL; Special Projects; Maye 1979



SOUTHWEST EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
211 East Seventh Street

Austin; Texasi7,8701
(512) 4 76-6861;
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